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Abstract  
7his mixed-methods study seeNs to better understand how teachers, students, and student 
coaches tutors perceive and use the Foxcroft Academy Writing Center. Surveys for each 
population, as well as interviews with a teacher, a coach, a native-speaNer of English and an 
non-native speaNer of English, were conducted in order to gather data about how different 
members of the learning community view and engage with the writing center. Findings revealed 
that teachers and students perceive the writing center to be a support service for help with 
grammar and other technical English conventions, but also believe that the writing center can 
help students develop their ideas and arguments within their writing. Coaches and teachers agree 
that idea development is essential, but teachers place far more value on grammar than coaches 
do. 5esults also suggest that teacher recommended and reTuired visits drive the maMority of the 
traffic to the writing center. 5ecommendations include better and more consistent 
communication between the writing center program and the faculty to facilitate a more accurate 
understanding of the center¶s mission, as well as a larger discussion between and amongst 
faculty about what elements of writing are most valued when grading.  
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Writing Center Use and the Perception at Foxcroft Academy 
Writing Centers are almost ubiTuitous on college campuses around the country, and high 
school writing centers are on the rise. An expansive body of literature about theory, best 
practices, and use exists, but not nearly as many research studies have been conducted to support 
the popular anecdotal literature about writing centers. 7he research that does exist primarily 
deals with college writing centers Little research exists about high school writing centers. While 
much of the college-oriented research is informative for high school writing centers, the nature 
of secondary-level centers is different. Age and academic expectations are two notable 
differences between high school and college writing centers that must be taNen into account 
when exploring research about post-secondary centers. As such, in order for high school writing 
centers to continue to develop and evolve, the research base must grow as well.  
Much of the research about writing centers focuses on perception, attendance, and 
coaching practices. Much perception research highlights a disconnect between writing center 
missions and what the broader academic community on campus believes writing centers provide 
for services. If research and anecdotal literature is to be believed, writing centers value the 
writing process, whereas those who seeN writing services are more focused on the specific 
assignment and subseTuent grade.  
2ther research revolves around the academic impact of writing conferences, be it in 
writing centers, in peer-to-peer sessions in class, or between teachers and students. A subset of 
this research seeNs to investigate how conferences and techniTues differ when the writer is not a 
native speaNer of English. 7here is much debate about whether non-native speaNers need 
different support techniTues, especially regarding grammar.  5esearch about the impact of 
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writing center sessions is invaluable, since it explores not Must perception, but also if the use of 
writing centers actually helps students develop as writers by tracNing the changes they maNe in 
their writing, how significant those changes are, and if this growth in writing improves grades.  
In line with the research, it is hypothesi]ed that a disconnect exists between how writing 
center coaches and directors perceive the Foxcroft Academy Writing Center, and how the larger 
school  community perceives the writing center. In order to discover if this is the case, this study 
has been designed to elicit perception data from teachers, students, and writing center coaches in 
the form of surveys. In an effort to better illuminate perceptions, four interviews with Tuestions 
about perception were conducted with a teacher, a coach, a non-native English speaNer and a 
native English speaNer. 7his mixed methods approach attempts to balance the overarching 
community perception with narrative from members of the community. 
/LteUatXUe 5eYLeZ  
Writing centers are a mainstay on many college campuses and are gaining ground in high 
schools in the United States. Writing center tutors, often peers, worN one-on-one with students 
who bring their writing to the center seeNing support. A common tenet of writing center 
philosophy is that the writing remains in the hands of the student, not the tutor. If the goal is to 
help students become better writers, then tutors must act as guides, not line-editors. While many 
writing center missions maNe this philosophy clear, their intended audience often does not truly 
understand what happens in the writing center. Despite the prevalence of writing centers on 
college campuses, little research exists about their impact, effectiveness, and acceptance. 7his 
paucity of research is Muxtaposed by a plethora of opinion-based literature about writing center 
best practices, common struggles, and tutor training advice. 7he research generally refers to 
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peer-aged writing center worNers as tutors, thus the literature review that follows will do the 
same. When referring to the FA Writing Center, the term coach will be used instead of peer since 
that is the title used at Foxcroft Academy.  
If teachers, students, tutors, and directors are to ever be on the same page about the 
purpose of student-led writing centers, then it is imperative that doubting faculty and sNeptical 
students are provided with research-based rationales about the value and impact of writing 
centers. 7eachers and students often incorrectly assume that a visit to the writing center is a 
TuicN fix, while directors and tutors recogni]e that there are no shortcuts to becoming a better 
writer.  7he purpose of this study is to explore the perceptions of students, faculty, and coaches 
with regards to the Foxcroft Academy Writing Center, and how, if at all, perception influences 
use of the writing center. 
3eUFeStLon anG $ttenGanFe  
Writing center directors recogni]e that teachers and tutors rarely hold the same beliefs 
about the writing center. +ayward 1 surveyed the English faculty teaching freshmen 
composition courses to determine the goals they had for their courses and their students. Faculty 
generally agreed that the intro-level writing course should focus on development of writing and 
critical thinNing Faculty were less concerned about errors or developing mechanical writing 
sNills +ayward. <et when these same faculty were asNed why they would refer a student to the 
writing center, grammar and punctuation errors were by far the most important criteria for a 
referral. +ayward surveyed his tutors as well, and found they shared the same goals as faculty, 
but believed that students should be referred to the writing center if they struggled with 
organi]ation and idea development. 7his disconnect between faculty and tutor beliefs about the 
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purpose of the writing center is not uncommon. Faculty see the center as a place to send students 
for less important matters 7utors believe the writing center is a place to develop higher-level 
writing sNills.  
While +ayward was interested in the alignment of goals between faculty and tutors, 
Bishop 10 wanted to better understand what brings students to the center, and why others 
choose to not visit. 2f students who ​had​ visited the writing center, 60 said their referral was a 
teacher¶s suggestions 5eferral from friends, advertising, and visits to classrooms from writing 
center staff only made up 11 of the responses for method of referral Bishop 10.  5easons 
for not visiting the writing center at all varied 5 of students said they had no time to visit, 
while another  claimed they ³didn¶t need to go´ Bishop 10. If teachers suggestions and 
reTuirements are the main impetus for students to visit the writing center, then it stands to reason 
that ensuring teacher understanding of writing center philosophy is deeply important to the 
existence and growth of a writing center. But as +ayward found, faculty and tutors often have 
opposing beliefs about what Nind of worN tutors are expected to do with clients.  
7his disparity of beliefs about the mission of the writing center can impact attendance. If 
faculty only refer students who need help with grammar, punctuation, and spelling, then the 
writing center becomes a remedial resource. If students only go when reTuired, and only for 
line-editing, then misunderstandings about the writing center proliferate. In 15, ClarN surveyed 
students about their attitudes towards the writing center in relation to motivation for attendance 
and perception of the center's usefulness. She found a strong relationship between teachers 
reTuiring students to visit the writing center and actual student visits ClarN, 15. ClarN 
asserted that reTuiring students go to the writing center is a good motivator, as many students 
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claim they do not go because they are too busy. Despite this, ClarN did not collect information 
about whether students who are reTuired to go continue to visit the writing center of their own 
volition. LiNewise, Bishop 10 suggests that reTuiring students to visit can be a good 
motivator, but she encourages teachers ³to reTuire ​RQH ​ visit to the writing center early in the 
semester´ because she¶s ³hoping to be coercive in a positive way.´ If, as ClarN found, students 
believe the writing center helps them improve their sNills and grades, then why is it necessary to 
reTuire students to go" If they believe it's a valuable resource that is helpful, shouldn't students 
be motivated to attend without reTuirements"  
BielinsNa-.wapis] 2015 addressed these Tuestions and researched the factors that affect 
the liNelihood that a student would visit the writing center and the impact of those visits on a 
student's success in writing. 7he writing center that was studied was staffed not by peers, but by 
business writing professionals. BielinsNa-.wapis] measured intrinsic and extrinsic motivation 
through a variety of means and found that the intrinsically motivated students were more liNely 
to visit, and benefit from, the writing center. BielinsNa-.wapis] asserted that strong incentives 
may be needed to convince externally motivated students to visit the writing center, and those 
same students need to visit more often than their intrinsically motivated peers in order to benefit 
from writing center sessions. Faculty want to send their weaNest students for help, but only a few 
visits are not enough to help these students long-term BielinsNa-.wapis].  
Bromely et. all 2015 surveyed and interviewed students at three different colleges of 
varying si]e, mission, and ownership to better understand how students define intellectual 
engagement, and if this type of engagement happens during writing conferences. Students in the 
survey reported varying interpretations of ³intellectual engagement´ that were categori]ed as 
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cognitive challenge in the writing center, and tutor collaboration in the writing center. Students 
who  reported being intellectually engaged almost unanimously agreed that their sessions were 
productive. 7he implications of this study ³speaN to the place of writing centers within the 
Nnowledge-maNing communities that are our academic institutions´ Bromely et. all 2015. 7his 
level of intellectual engagement outside of class categori]es writing centers not as remedial 
resources, but as places of learning.  
,PSaFt of TXtoULnJ on ClLent :ULtLnJ anG $FaGePLF 6XFFess 
If students are reluctant to visit without external motivation or visit reTuirements, and 
faculty are more liNely to send weaN students for remedial purposes, then it is essential that 
writing centers provide their target audiences with evidence that peer-led sessions truly do help 
students become better writers. In his two-part study, Bell 2002 made the assumption that the 
tutors in the writing center he studied would guide fellow students in the writing process and 
students would maNe the changes to their worN post-session. It was unclear after analy]ing the 
changes in the first and second drafts of students' papers whether changes were made during or 
after the conference Bell. Changing ideas in composition hardly occurred with the peer tutor. 
Bell reali]ed that his first study assumed that tutors were focusing on ideas more than on 
line-editing, but this was not in case. +e followed his first study with a second, almost identical 
one, that instead used a professional tutor, which led to better second drafts and more meaningful 
changes.  
It's important to note that Bell does not believe that professional tutoring is preferable to 
peer tutoring Peer tutors must be trained so they can provide support in similar ways as 
professional tutors. 5egaignon and Bromley 2011 studied the writing of 10 students in a 
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first-year seminar course that had attached and trained, peer writing fellows. 7he control was a 
separate section of the same course, taught by a different professor, with no writing fellows. 7he 
writing fellows worNed in the writing center and had initial training as well as on-going meetings 
with other writing center staff throughout the year. 7hese fellows focused their worN with 
students primarily on general issues of writing and the writing process which is considered 
standard tutorial practice 5egaignon 	 Bromley, 2011, p.6. Students in the fellows section of 
the course were reTuired to meet with the fellows for feedbacN and to discuss revision strategies. 
7he students who received support from the writing fellows showed statistically significant 
improvement in their writing while the students in the control section did not. 7he results of the 
student survey given at the end of the semester show that students in the section with attached 
fellows believed for they learned about writing as a process and writing within the discipline 
5egaignon 	 Bromley, 2011. If trained in alignment with the mission of the writing center, 
tutors, as in 5egaignon and Bromley's study, can help improve their peers' writing by focusing 
on writing as a process.  
*ood training is imperative for the success of peer tutoring. Berg 1 trained her 
non-traditional ESL students in peer response, and compared the changes in their writing to 
students in her other courses whom she did not train prior to asNing them to respond to one 
another's papers. 7raining focused on asNing Tuestions, using specific words, stating ideas as 
opinions, and focusing on larger-level aspects of the text that concern meaning Berg. 7he group 
of students trained in peer response made significantly more meaning changes between drafts 
than those who were not trained. 7he training and subseTuent changes had a statistically 
significant positive effect on the second-draft grades Berg. Berg also found that a student's 
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level of proficiency in English did not impact their ability to provide helpful feedbacN. Berg 
demonstrated that students need not be the best, highest achieving writers in order to be good 
tutors. 5ather, tutors must be trained in discussing writing with other students in order for 
tutoring to be effective.  
(6/ 6tXGents anG tKe :ULtLnJ CenteU  
Despite Berg¶s positive findings with her ESL students, much research debates the 
effectiveness of traditional writing center tutoring techniTues and philosophy when applied to 
ESL students. Williams 200 explored whether second language writers revise their drafts after 
visiting the Writing Center. It was clear that ³writers >were@ more liNely to write down direct 
suggestions than implicit ones, and once written down, these tend to be followed up on in 
subseTuent drafts´ Williams, 200, p.1. ESL students in this study often used positive 
nonverbal responses, such as nodding, to express understanding, when it was clear that no 
understanding had taNen place. 7hus, more specific and direct tutoring strategies, rather than the 
traditional writing center dialogue, was often more effective in positive revisions.  7he tutors of 
ESL students struggle to help students without taNing ownership, or simply ³fixing´ a mistaNe 
for them. But ESL students often do not yet Nnow enough about American academic writing, or 
have enough language sNills to be ³lead´ to maNing a proper correction, as is traditional in 
writing center sessions. Ultimately, Williams suggests that ³perhaps the best alternative to either 
asNing or telling is showing and explaining´ 200, p.15. 
Most writing centers try to maNe clear to clients that proofreading and line-editing is not 
the purpose of the Writing Center, yet many ESL students want more help with these elements of 
writing than with their ideas, arguments, and structure. In an oft-cited article, ³5ethinNing 
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Writing Center Conferencing Strategies for the ESL Writer´ Powers 1 asserts that writing 
coaches also act as ³cultural informants´ for their ESL clients. 7his may reTuire directly teaching 
or showing ESL students what their writing should looN liNe, which is an approach that many 
writing center directors and tutors are initially uncomfortable with.  Powers suggests that the 
more Socratic and collaborative means of conferencing are not always appropriate for ESL 
students, so writing center staff must become more comfortable with more direct modeling and 
explicit teaching than they are used to.  
Cogie, Strain, and LorinsNa 1 caution against this more sentence-level error 
approach to ESL student¶s writing. 7he article is, in part, a response to Powers¶ article. While 
Cogie was first empowered by Powers¶ assertions, it became clear to her that addressing 
sentence-level problems could be a slippery slope. Cogie instead lays out possible editing 
practices that tutors could use with ESL clients to help them become better self-editors. 7hese 
practices include errors logs, learner¶s dictionaries, and minimal marNing. <et, in 200, Myers 
published ³5eassessing µthe Proofreading 7rap¶ ESL 7utoring and Writing Instruction´ as a 
counter to the popular Cogie article. Myers points out flaws in Cogie¶s editing suggestions, 
claiming that if an ESL students maNe an error, it is liNely because they do not Nnow they have 
made one, and therefore will probably be unable to identify it, let alone fix it on their own. 
Minimal marNing Must a checN to show that an error exists in a line of text, therefore, may not 
only be useless to an ESL writer, but deeply frustrating. ESL students can also be, Meyers notes, 
often ³painfully aware´ of their errors, but not Nnow how to fix them, hence accessing a writing 
center for help. By refusing to engage with ESL students on a sentence-level, tutors are denying 
them the opportunity to learn how English functions. While native speaNers may benefit from a 
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more global, idea-centric tutorial style, most ESL students will struggle to become better essay 
writers if they are not first given support to become writers of clear, strong sentences.  
It¶s clear that writing directors and tutors often struggle to balance the needs of their ESL 
clientele with their philosophies about how writing centers should function. As a writing center 
that serves a school with population that consists of 25 non-native speaNers, Foxcroft Academy 
must find out what our ESL students need from coaches, and what coaches feel comfortable 
providing.  
CoaFKLnJ 3UaFtLFes 
7he choice of the label coach instead of tutor says much about the FA Writing Center 
philosophy. 7he best practices identified by FA coaches are a result of research and training. But 
even the best intentions of coaches do not matter if they are not fulfilling the needs of their peers. 
5aymond and 4uinn 2012 are tutors who studied the writing concerns students brought to their 
writing center, and whether or not tutors addressed these concerns. 7he number one concern of 
students was grammar, which echoes +ayward's 1 findings that faculty most often refer 
students to the writing center for help with grammar. 7utors care more about the argument of a 
paper rather than the smaller details, which is in-line with the mission of the writing center 
5aymond 	 4uinn. 5aymond and 4uinn found that tutors in the study addressed the needs of 
the students by helping with grammar and clarity, but also tried to steer the session to focus more 
on meaning and other higher-level elements of the text, similar to Berg's 1 training for her 
ESL students. 2nce again, tutor beliefs about what should occur during conferences differ from 
what students and faculty expect.  
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Student and tutor expectations and interactions were the focus of David, +ayward, 
+unter, and Wallace's 1 study of the conversation of four tutoring sessions between tutors 
and students in a writing center. 7hey coded the transcripts for statements and responses to 
structure the interaction, to solicit a specific response, to respond to a solicitation, and to react to 
a solicitation or other reaction David et al.. In a traditional classroom, teachers structure, solicit, 
and react, while students primarily respond David et al.. David et al. found that tutors acted liNe 
teachers in order to guide the conversation, but also acted as eTual participants Essentially, 
tutors tooN on the roles of both teacher and peer. 7utors toe the line between guiding and 
advising their peers while also acting as sound boarding and brainstorming partners.  
ParN 201 found tutors in a similar position trying to balance the roles of teacher and 
peer, in her study of step-wise advice negotiation. ParN found that when given advice by a peer 
tutor, some students initially resisted the advice, and she claimed that initial resistance by 
students does not terminate in submission, stand-off, or withdrawal p.6. Well-trained tutors 
managed this advice resistance by acNnowledging student concerns and then using a contrastive 
conMunction to open the door to more specific advice than they initially gave ParN. ParN notes 
that compromise usually occurs over a few turns in the discussion, giving both student and tutor 
the chance to explain their contrasting viewpoints. 7his usually results in the student taNing the 
tutor's initial advice once it has been supported by a more specific reason or example ParN. 
7utors, unliNe teachers, are not considered experts in the eyes of their fellow students. It is 
therefore necessary for tutors to not only provide a correct answer or solution, but to explain the 
how and why of their advice. <et again, tutors must striNe the delicate balance between playing 
the role of the teacher and remaining a trustworthy peer.  
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ConFlXsLon 
9arying perceptions of writing centers are not uncommon. Students and teachers often 
see the writing center as a place to go for help with line-editing and grammar. 7utors, on the 
other hand, often reMect the stigma that they are wielders of red pens, and prefer to focus on the 
writing process as a whole. Despite the small collection of research that exists about the impact 
of writing centers and tutoring on student writing, what does exist seems promising. Students 
who worN with trained tutors often do better on writing assignments 5yan 	 .ane, 2015 Berg, 
1 5egaignon 	 Bromley 2011.  
7he Foxcroft Academy Writing Center students in the first iteration of the training course 
elected to use the term coach rather than tutor to identify themselves. 7his decision was the 
result of weeNs of research, discussion, and practice conferencing. Students collectively agreed 
good conferencing leaves the paper in the hands of the writer. Writers should receive suggestions 
and advice, not explicit directions, and, most importantly, writers must maintain ownership over 
their own worN. Best practice, the students agreed, is more liNe coaching than teaching or 
tutoring A good coach eTuips athletes with the sNills needed to play the game, but they can't 
play for them. LiNewise, a good peer tutor can eTuip a writer with the sNills necessary to 
producing good writing, but they should never write for them.  
7raining for coaches is essential for the success of a writing center. Coaches need to 
Nnow how to negotiate with and guide their peers, but they must also refrain from doing the worN 
for them. 7he mission of the Foxcroft Academy Writing Center states that the Writing Center 
aims to improve the culture of writing at Foxcroft Academy...we hope to provide students with 
sNills needed to continue to build their personal writing abilities Writing Center Cohort 1. 
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Coaches, it claims will never Mudge, only guide, discuss, and build upon a peer's writing 
Writing Center Cohort 1. Despite the clarity of these statements, there still exists a variety of 
opinions about what goes on in the FA Writing Center, and why students should or should not 
visit. 7his study seeNs to explore the​ ​perceptions of students, faculty, and coaches in regards to 
the Foxcroft Academy Writing Center, and how, if at all, perception is connected to use of the 
writing center.  
5eseaUFK 'esLJn  
7he purpose of researching the perceptions of the Foxcroft Academy Writing Center is to 
better understand how the members and populations of the school community view the writing 
center. 7his information will help the directors of the writing center, and the writing center 
coaches, grow and strengthen the program. 5esearch about how teachers and students perceive 
writing centers is not uniTue, but it is not plentiful. Much research focuses on the effectiveness of 
writing center visits, or assesses the best methods and practices writing center staff use. 7here is 
a paucity of perception-based research about writing centers, Must as there is a dearth of research 
about high school writing centers. Most research is conducted about collegiate-level centers.  
7his research will benefit those directly involved in the Foxcroft Academy Writing 
Center, as it will inform them about how teachers and students in the school view the program 
and what they believe its purpose to be. 7his information will hopefully provide the directors and 
coaches with a better understanding of what misconceptions may exist, or what the community 
agrees on in terms of the purpose of the writing center. Where the community and the program 
are in agreement, the directors can continue to do worN that strengths these understandings and 
ties. If writing center staff disagree with the perceptions of teachers and students, then this 
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information may provide opportunities to better communicate with the community.  
5esearch about this center may also inform other high school writing centers, and may be 
of use to centers that operate at colleges and universities. 7he structure and design of this study 
may give other writing centers a guide as to how to collect perception data about their own 
programs. 7he data may also provide other centers, or those who wish to start one, with possible 
strengths and weaNnesses in communicating the purpose and role of a writing center within the 
school community.  
5eseaUFK 4XestLon 
7his study seeNs to answer the Tuestion what are the perceptions of students, faculty, and 
coaches of the Foxcroft Academy Writing Center, and how, if at all, perception is connected to 
use of the writing center"  
7his Tuestion is essential to the continued development of the Foxcroft Academy Writing 
Center. If students and faculty perceive the writing center to serve a purpose that does not match 
the mission of the writing center, then it is essential for the directors and coaches to Nnow in 
order to correct the misconceptions. Similarly, if the writing center is viewed as a remedial 
resource, or even as unhelpful and unnecessary, then it is important those involved in running the 
center are made aware so they can address these problems.  
Perhaps students, faculty, and writing center staff have similar and aligned perceptions of 
the center. If this is the case, then Nnowledge of this understanding is important so that staff may 
build upon an already steady foundation. Currently, directors and coaches only understand 
community perception though word of mouth and supposition. Any additional, and more formal, 
information about how the center is perceived will be welcome in planning the next steps of the 
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program.  
7he goal of this research is to describe how different members of the community 
teachers, students, and coaches perceive the writing center and its usefulness. While a handful 
of other studies address similar Tuestions, none were uncovered that addressed a high school 
writing center. 7he scheduling, commitments, and programs at the high school level are in many 
ways different from those at the collegiate level. As such, a study that investigates a high school 
writing center will hopefully fill a gap in the research that is primarily college-focused.  
7he data needed to answer this research Tuestion is twofold. Survey data, in the form of 
LiNert-scales, checN-box lists, and multiple choice Tuestions, will help to gather perception data 
from a large and diverse population Creswell 201. 7his data will be Tuantitative in nature, 
allowing the researcher to calculate percentage and numerical values of how many people use the 
center, and for what reasons.  2ne-on-one interviews conducted with a member of each 
population teacher, coach, ESL student, and native English speaNing student will bring more 
detailed information to the surface, allowing for Tualitative feedbacN about the writing center. 
7he coupling of both data sets should shed light on how each population as a whole views and 
understands the center, with narrative feedbacN from a few to give context to the general 
population data  Creswell 201.  
Answering this research Tuestion will give the writing center directors and coaches a 
deeper, more accurate understanding of how the school perceives the program. 7his will give 
them a clearer picture of how the writing center is being used, and inform future planning to 
meet the needs of the school community and communicate the purpose, and perhaps even the 
value, of the writing center.  
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CentUal ConFeSts 5elateG to tKe ,nYestLJatLon 
5eaders need to Nnow the mission and best practices of the writing center in order to 
understand the analysis of perception data. 7he Foxcroft Academy Writing Center Mission 
states 
7he Writing Center aims to improve the culture of writing at Foxcroft Academy, thus 
contributing to the school¶s overall mission and supporting the notion that ³.nowledge is 
Power.´ 2ur goal is to provide a safe environment for any student to reTuest help and 
receive support related to all forms of writing at Foxcroft Academy. Writing Coaches will 
never Mudge, only guide, discuss, and build upon a peer¶s writing. We hope to provide 
students with sNills needed to continue to build their personal writing abilities. 
While it is made clear to coaches in the training course that ³guide, discuss, and build upon´ 
means leaving the paper, and decisions about it, in the hands of the student, this may not be clear 
to teachers and students. Best practices for coaches include asNing the student to read their paper 
aloud, fostering a collaborative discussion that guides the writer,  and focusing on maNing 
meaningful changes and edits, not simply line-editing for grammar and other errors. 7his set of 
beliefs about best practices is both common and generally accepted at almost all writing centers, 
both at the high school and collegiate levels, as is clear from published studies, articles, and 
booNs. What is also often clear is that students seeN, and teachers recommend, the writing center 
as a resource for ³cleaning up´ writing, or a place to go in order to achieve an A. 7hese beliefs 
are well documented in opinion articles written by directors and peer-tutors, and are also 
expressed in booNs about writing centers written by experts in the field. <et, there are not many 
research studies conducted on the topic of perception.  
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+ayward 1, Bishop 10, ClarN 15 BielinsNa-.wapis] 2015 and Bromely et. 
all 2015 all conducted studies related to perception. +ayward¶s findings suggested a disconnect 
between what tutors believe should be addressed in conferences and what teachers believed 
tutors should address in conferences. 7eachers, +ayward found, send students to the writing 
center for technical worN related to grammar, spelling, etc., yet tutors believed worNing on a 
paper¶s argument was more important 1. Both teachers and tutors shared the same goals for 
their students strengthen ideas and organi]ation. <et there existed a disconnect about with 
whom students should worN on these most essential elements of writing. It is suspected that a 
similar disconnect will be evidenced by the data at Foxcroft Academy.  
Bishop 10, ClarN 15, BielinsNa-.wapis] 2015 all focused on how a student gets 
to the writing center, and why they may, or may not, return. In all studies, both the perceived 
usefulness of the center prior to going, and after, were factors in student attendance. All found 
that students are more liNely to go if a teacher or professor recommended visiting the writing 
center. BielinsNa-.wapis] 2015 went farther than other studies and found that students who are 
internally-motivated are more liNely to go, and go again, than those who are more 
externally-motivated. Finally, Bromely et. all 2015 found that almost all students who visited 
the writing centers, at three very different colleges, reported that they found their sessions to be 
intellectually engaging and helpful.  
7hese studies all support the understandings and beliefs the writing center directors at 
Foxcroft Academy hold. It is suspected that a disconnect exists between what teachers believe 
the writing center coaches should do, and what coaches are trained to do. Studies about student 
use of writing centers and repeated visits appear similar to the informal data collected in the form 
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of post-conference surveys that students taNe after a writing conference at Foxcroft Academy. If 
a student goes once, there¶s a good chance they will visit again. But the list of conferences 
remains small compared to the hopes of coaches and directors. Directors believe the training 
provided for coaches in the reTuired class provides them with the tools needed to conduct 
intellectually engaging sessions with their peers. What remains to be seen is if the results of this 
study support and mirror the findings of others.  
*eneUal $SSUoaFK of tKe ,nYestLJatLon 
7he approach of this investigation includes both Tuantitative and Tualitative elements. 
7he first step in the study was the distribution and analysis of three surveys one for students, one 
for teachers, and one for coaches.  
7he survey for students gathered data about native language, if students had visited the 
writing center, and if so, what elements of the writing process and which assignments they 
worNed on, in addition to whether the sessions were helpful. It also asNed how students heard 
about the center, and if they visited on their own, on a recommendation, or were reTuired to 
attend.  
7he teacher and coach surveys were complementary, but differed in small ways. 7eachers 
were asNed if they recommend or reTuire students to go, for which assignments, and what 
elements of the writing process. Coaches were asNed how freTuently they conference and which 
assignments or elements of the writing process they addressed most often. Both teachers and 
coaches answered which elements of the writing process are most important overall for students 
to address. 7he hope is that the structure of these surveys revealed where, if at all, teachers and 
coaches agree, and where, if at all, their opinions about the writing process differ.  
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While the surveys were open, a teacher, a coach, an ESL student who has used the 
writing center, and a native English speaNer who has used the writing center, were interviewed. 
4uestions focused on perceptions of the center¶s usefulness, as well as reasons one might visit 
the center, and how a conference is conducted. 7he purpose of interviews in addition to surveys 
is to give context to, and include narratives that expand, upon the survey data.  
7he benefits of using three surveys to collect data about perception include the larger 
population si]es than possible for interviews, as well as ease of measuring attitudes and 
perceptions from participants Creswell 201. As almost all Tuestions are close-ended, data 
analysis was not difficult. As two of the populations coaches and students are made up of 
mostly minors, the need for parental consent and the return of such forms limited the number of 
responses. As the surveys needed to be short in order to increase the liNelihood that participants 
will respond and finish, it is was not possible to asN as many Tuestions as was initially desired. 
7he surveys also did not allow for narrative, only the addition of write-in data such as names of 
assignments or teachers who recommended visiting.  
In order to compensate for the lacN of narrative, and therefore personal context, 
interviews were conducted with four people. 7hese interviews allowed for more in-depth 
information about perceptions of the writing center, yielding details about attitudes from 
participations. As interviews are time-consuming, only four were conducted, which limited the 
breadth of the narrative in comparison to the surveys. 7he use of surveys and complementary 
interviews is intended to maNe up for the weaNnesses inherent in both research strategies 
Creswell 201.  
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0etKoGs 
6ettLnJ 
Data was collected at Foxcroft Academy since the research is about the perceptions of the 
Foxcroft Academy Writing Center. As a teacher, and a co-director of the writing center, the 
researcher already had access to the location.  
3aUtLFLSants anG 6aPSlLnJ  
7he participants for the surveys were teachers, students, and coaches who voluntarily 
chose to taNe the survey. Parental permission was reTuired for students under the age of 1, so 
only those students whose parents granted permission were involved in taNing the survey. 7he 
student survey was open to all students, contingent upon parental consent. 7he teacher survey 
was also open to all faculty in the school, contingent upon their consent. 7he final, and smallest, 
population was students who are trained as writing coaches. Interviews were with four 
consenting participants, one from each population coach, teacher, native-English speaNing 
student, and ESL student. 
2SeUatLonal 0easXUes 
For students and coaches, surveys were went out via email and were open for over a 
weeN, giving students time to taNe the survey. 7eachers were informed of the survey during a 
faculty PLC meeting, and were sent follow up emails with a linN to the survey. 7he form stayed 
open for almost two weeNs, giving teachers time to respond at their leisure. Interviews were 
conducted in person, audio-recorded, then transcribed. 7ranscripts were not coded, but rather 
acted as narrative to help explain and explore the results of the surveys. 7hemes from the 
interviews were identified and Tuotes from all interviews were grouped into themes for ease of 
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analysis and use.  
'esFULStLon of 0etKoGoloJ\  
Survey Tuestions tooN the form of lists checN all that apply as well as LiNert scales to 
help measure perceptions, such as how helpful a visit to the writing center is, or how important 
different elements of writing are to coaches and teachers when conferencing or grading.  
'ata ColleFtLon anG $nal\sLs  
7he survey data was analy]ed with help from *oogle Form analytics. 7he analysis was 
Tuantitative in nature, and was assessed to find the most common, and least common mode 
perceptions of the center, as well as the most and least common elements of the writing process 
students, teachers, and coaches, believe are being addressed in the writing center. 7his data was 
analy]ed through a descriptive lens Creswell 201 what exactly is going on in the writing 
center, and what do people thinN about what is going on in the writing center"  
([SeFteG )LnGLnJs  
It was expected that disconnect between teacher and student perceptions of the writing 
center and those of coaches would exist. When coaches are enrolled in the training class, it taNes 
many readings and discussions before they begin to accept that acting as red pen-wielding line 
editors is not the best way to support their peers. Considering how long it taNes coaches to accept 
that acting as guides is the best practice of writing centers, one can only imagine that the rest of 
the school also views the writing center as a place for line editing. 7he coaches and the directors 
have made announcements, including a video, explaining the worN they do, but hearing the 
mission and understanding it are two different things. 7hese findings shed a light on the varying 
perceptions that exist about the writing center. 7his study did not asN how perceptions were 
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formed, only what perceptions people already had.  
3otentLal :eaNnesses  
Potential problems include a small number of students who are allowed to, and then 
consented to, participate in the survey. Despite being open to the entire school, many parents did 
not grant permission. Students with permission may have chosen to not partaNe in the survey, 
which maybe have resulted in a smaller sample si]e.  In an attempt to temper the permission 
problem, permission forms were sent out well in advance, with report cards, to heighten the 
possibility of parents reading and returning the forms. Students were given time during the 
school day to taNe the survey, which will hopefully increased the liNelihood that they completed 
the survey.  
Interviews were conducted with willing, interested participants, which maybe have 
increased the possibility of confirmation bias on the part of the researcher. 7hose willing to be 
interviewed were liNely those who find the center to be helpful and understand the mission. As 
such, interviews will be used to illuminate the data, acting as narrative to help explore elements 
of  the perceptions data.  
5eseaUFK 1aUUatLYe  
As the data collection site and Mob site were one in the same, it was believed that the data 
collection process would be easy to implement. While it was not difficult, timing was a much 
larger barrier than had been  previously imagined. Many conversations were held with the 
Assistant +ead of School for Academics, and well as a few with the +ead of School prior to 
entering the data collection stage. Student consent forms were sent home with report cards at the 
end of semester one. 7hese report cards are digital and are emailed to parents, along with the 
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+ead of School¶s  monthly newsletter. A blurb explaining the proMect  was included in the 
newsletter, with the consent form attached. 
Prior to the change in semesters, printed copies of the consent forms were given to all 
current students in the researcher¶s course load in hopes that some might be returned, especially 
from students whose parents are not avid email-checNers. While a handful of students did bring 
bacN signed consent forms, most did not.  
Parents began emailing to grant consent for their children to taNe the survey the day 
report cards were sent out. But Must a day or two after report cards went out, emails came to a 
halt. About 0 parents had given consent, a much smaller number than originally hoped for.  
Focused then shifted to the faculty survey, worNing with the Assistant +ead of School for 
Academics and +ead of School to set aside time in a PLC Community Meeting for to explain the 
proMect and pass around consent forms, both digitally and physically, and then give teachers time 
to taNe the survey as a voluntary ³exit ticNet.´ 7he timing of this chance to present to the faculty 
did not, however, come at the end of the meeting, and as such, many teachers did not taNe the 
survey that day. No one wanted to interrupt the meeting by taNing the survey while others were 
talNing, and once the meeting was over, there was no additional time left to asN faculty to taNe a 
few moments to fill out the survey. +owever, handful of signed and emailed consent forms were 
returned that day. 
+oping to garner more responses to the survey, faculty were emailed at the end of the 
weeN, including the consent form, linN to the survey, and a brief reiteration of the purpose. All 
told, 16 total responses tricNled in after a second reminder email a few weeNs later. It had been 
assumed that teachers would be the easiest group to get both consent and responses from, since 
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they are legal adults and time had be set aside for them to respond, but the reality of how things 
unfolded hampered data collection.  
7he final survey group was Writing Coaches. 7hey were held after assembly FA¶s go-to 
for TuicNly touching base with students and  the proMect was explained then consent forms were 
passed out. Some coaches were absent, and others simply forgot to stay after. In the following 
days, a few consent forms were returned, but not many. All  parents of coaches under 1 with the 
coach-specific form attached and an explanation of the proMect. Again, a small group of parents 
responded. WeeNs later, coaches were held again, and consent forms given to students who had 
not yet communicated the proMect and reTuest to their parents. All told, 10 out of 16 actively 
coaching students tooN the survey.  
Some boarding students tooN the survey during their Sunday night advisory meetings. 
7he Director of 5esidential Life included the linN to the survey in the WeeNend 5eport to dorm 
parents and asNed them to give students a chance to taNe the survey at the start of study hours. It 
is unNnown how many dorm parents had this discussion with their students, but 0 out of 2 
students completed the survey that night. 7his was more than anticipated. 
7oward the end of March an email with a linN to the student survey went out to the small 
population of students under 1 whose parents consented for them to taNe the survey. 7hat same 
day all seniors 1 and over came to the gym during advisory period and were given the option to 
read over the consent form, sign if it they chose, and then taNe the survey while in the gym. 7his 
greatly improved the number of survey responses from both day and boarding students. Despite 
being to not taNe the survey if they already did so during dorm advisory, one boarding student 
admitted he misunderstood and tooN it a second time. 
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7hanNfully, interviews were both easy to schedule and conduct. 7he selected boarding 
student and a senior coach were both happy to sit down and discuss their experiences in the 
Writing Center. 7he native-speaNer originally asNed to interview did not return emails. After 
reading through the informal post-conference student survey that all students are asNed to taNe 
after a visit to the Writing Center, another student who used the center freTuently was asNed to 
participate and agreed. 7he teacher who had informally agreed be interviewed also coaches 
multiple sports, and it was therefore difficult to find time to sit down and conduct the interview. 
2n an early-release day for students, time was found before a PLC meeting to talN. 
After transcripting all interviews and culling through the first batch of  survey data 
teacher and coach surveys themes that surfaced across multiple interviews and across survey 
responses were identified. 7his initial data was used to inform a presentation at the MCELA 
conference in March of 201.  
'ata $nal\sLs anG ,nteUSUetatLon of )LnGLnJs  
A mixed methods approach was used to collect data for this proMect. 4ualitative data was 
collected in four interviews with different members of the Foxcroft Academy community who 
interact with the Writing Center in some way. 7he themes that surfaced across these interviews 
were the importance of relationships to the use of the Writing Center, a belief that students must 
be intrinsically motivated in order to get the most out of their visits, and a belief that some 
elements of the writing processes, such as grammar, are not the responsibility of the teacher to 
address.  
 7he Tuantitative aspect of this research was rooted in three surveys, designed for 
teachers, Writing Coaches, and students. 7he teacher and Coach surveys mirrored each other in 
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many ways, asNing what elements of the writing process are most important when grading for 
teachers, or conferencing, for coaches. 5espondents also provided reasons teachers send students 
to the writing center, and reasons students report coming to the writing center. 7he student 
survey asNed about student¶s use of the center What do they worN on there" +ow did they hear 
about it" +ow helpful was it" Would they go again" Student survey Tuestions related to, but did 
not mirror, the Tuestions asNed in the teacher and coach surveys.  
(lePents of :ULtLnJ  
Both coaches and teachers listed ³idea argument development´ as the number one focus 
they address when conferencing or grading. 7his area of focus was the only one where teachers¶ 
and coaches¶ responses almost mirrored one another. 2ther elements of writing, such as 
formatting and citations, as well as grammar, spelling, and punctuation, had more mixed 
responses. Even amongst coaches, who receive the same training, other areas of focus in 
conferences varied. 7eachers¶ responses also ran the gamut, with some placing more importance 
on technical aspects of English, while others ranNed formatting and citation practices as more 
important. 7eachers did not report their content area, which may have shed light on why they 
value what they do when grading student writing. 
Coaches ranNed focusing on grammar while conferencing as ³of average importance´ 
0 and then very important 0. 7eachers, on the other hand, felt grammar carried far 
more weight when grading. 62.5 of teachers listed grammar as ³very important´ when grading 
writing and another 25 listed it as ³of average importance.´ 7he most popular response from 
students as to what they wanted to worN on in the Writing Center was grammar 5. of 
students reported that grammar help was something they sought from Writing Coaches.  
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Idea and argument development was another strong contender from coaches, teachers, 
and students for Writing Center use. Coach unanimously listed ideaargument development as 
³2f utmost importance.´ 7eachers also saw value in this element of writing, ranNing it as ³of 
utmost importance´ and ³very important,´ with no responses below that marN.  
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But only 5.5 of students reported going to the Writing Center to worN on idea 
argument development. Spelling .5 and punctuation 5.5 were also popular reasons to 
go to the Writing Center. 7he number one element students go to the Writing Center to worN on 
is grammar. 5. of respondents listed grammar as a reason to visit the Writing Center.  
*rammar is a contentious topic, since coaches are explicitly told, and trained, to not 
focus on grammar, but on ideas and writing sNills. As one coach explained in her interview, 
³We¶re not Must the people you send your Nids to when you don¶t feel liNe sitting down with 
them.´ Students, however, see grammar as something they should worN on not with teachers, but 
in the Writing Center. A non-native speaNer explained this is because ³the teachers usually hate 
fixing grammar, µcause it¶s not their Mob.´ 7he teacher interviewed expressed that the Writing 
Center is a good place to send students for grammar, stating that he ³will send a Nid who >he@ 
Nnow>s@ maybe struggles with their grammar, uh, struggles with their language of English.´  
5esponses to both the surveys and interviews indicate a disconnect between how coaches 
feel about addressing grammar and what support students and teachers hope they can depend 
upon in the Writing Center. 7his data supports +ayward¶s 1 findings that teachers and 
tutors shared the same goals development of writing and critical thinNing. <et, faculty referred 
students to the writing center for technical help, such as grammar and punctuation, not idea 
development. Idea and argument development, however, seems to be an element of the writing 
process that coaches, teachers, and students all believe is important to address during a writing 
conference. 
:ULtLnJ CenteU 8se b\ 3oSXlatLon  
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7he maMority of students who responded to the survey were seniors, since most are 1 and 
able to consent on their own. Consent, being necessary to taNe the survey, impacted which 
populations were able to respond. Students also provided information about their native 
language, indicating whether it is English, something else, or if they learned English and another 
language at about the same time. 7his allowed for data to be divided into groupings by native 
and non-native speaNers. 7hose who only spoNe English were grouped as native speaNers, while 
those who grew up as multilingual, or speaNing another language besides English, were grouped 
as ESL students. While some students learn English alongside their native language from an 
early age, most did not grow up primarily speaNing English, hence their grouping with the ESL 
population.  2nly .6 of students who tooN the survey  student total responded to the 
survey had visited the Writing Center. Just over half of survey respondents were native speaNers 
of English, and Must under half were non-native speaNers.  
:Kat 3UoPSts a 9LsLt" 
Most students reported hearing about the Writing Center from a teacher. Students were 
asNed to ³checN all that apply´ when asNed how they heard about the writing center. While 
2. heard about it at assembly, and 6. from a friend, a total of 1. of students were 
told about the Writing Center by a teacher. 7he most passive way to prompt a visit to the writing 
center, posters and ads were noted by 2.2 of respondents. 
It is clear that teacher-driven traffic is the biggest reason students visit the Writing 
Center. 2. of students went on a teacher recommendation, and another 2.2 because it was 
reTuired by a staff member. 2nly 15.2 went because of a friend, and 1.2 went because it 
sounded helpful. 7hese findings echo Bishop¶s 10 results when seeNing to better understand 
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what brings students to the writing center. 60 of students in her survey visited due to a 
teacher¶s referral Bishop 10, which is incredibly close to the results of this research, in which 
66.6 of student-reported reasons for visits were due to recommendations or reTuirements from 
teachers.  
When broNen down by whether a student¶s native language is English, the answer to the 
Tuestion becomes more interesting. 60 of ESL students went to the Writing Center because a 
teacher recommended it, while only 2. of native speaNers went due to a teacher¶s 
recommendation. 7his could either be due to teachers recommending the Writing Center more to 
ESL students, but most teachers reported that native language had no bearing on their 
recommendations. It could also, and perhaps more liNely, be due to ESL students taNing the 
advice of teachers more seriously. If this is the case, it is unclear if cultural norms, such as doing 
what a teacher recommends, or a self-consciousness about their writing, or some other factor, is 
the driving force behind why ESL students appear more liNely to visit the Writing Center if a 
teacher recommends they do so.  
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Interestingly enough, . of native speaNers reported being reTuired to visit the 
Writing Center, while only 1. of ESL students were reTuired to do so. 7his is the opposite of 
what was anticipated, as many faculty members anecdotally express concerns about the writing 
of ESL students and do not seem as concerned about the writing produced by native speaNers.  
What is especially interesting to note is that while survey responses indicated the 
importance of teacher recommendations and reTuirements to get students to use the Writing 
Center, the student and coach interviews highlighted the importance of peer relationships when 
using the Writing Center. Both the native and non-native speaNers spoNe to having friends who 
were Writing Coaches, and how those friends became trusted resources during the writing 
process. 7he ESL student explained that if a student Nnows ³someone from the writing coaches, 
that maNes it more fun.´ 7his student explained that the whole reason she used the Writing 
Center to start with was because one of her friends in the dorm was a Writing Coach who offered 
to help her. 7his developed into the student using the Writing Center almost solely when her 
friend was on duty. When this coach graduated, the ESL student started seeNing writing help 
from another friend who was also a writing coach.  
 7he native speaNer continually expressed the importance of her friendship with a coach 
³she¶s my friend, and I liNe talNing to her, but she also is liNe, really smart« she Nnows me 
really well.´ She elaborated, stating that she Nnows ³she¶s not going to liNe, Mudge >her@ or 
anything.´ 7he coach who was interviewed coincidentally happened to be the one the native 
speaNer referenced time and again. 7his coach empathi]ed with students who don¶t Nnow 
coaches, stating that ³coming in and sitting down and talNing with someone you don¶t really 
Nnow can still be Nind of sNetchy.... I thinN it freaNs Nids out.´ 
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7he teacher interview did not speaN about relationships between coaches and teachers, 
but he did explain that if they Writing Coaches were more visible, and more students and 
teachers Nnew who was a coach, that perhaps more people would use the Writing Center. +e 
suggested ³maybe maNe a poster and put that in the classroom, with the Nids names who are in 
the writing center. So they can be liNe, µoh, who¶s in writing center" 2h, she is¶´ It was clear 
from interviews that relationships between coaches and students are important, but the survey 
results suggest that teachers are the driving force behind student visits.  
6XSSoUts 6oXJKt 
In the survey, teachers reported on reasons they recommend or reTuire that students visit 
the Writing Center, and students reported what they go to the writing center to worN on. 
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While the number one reasons teachers suggest students go was was ideaargument development, 
grammar was a dangerously close second. If teachers often recommend students visit for help 
with grammar, then it is not surprising that 5. of students reported that grammar help was 
something they sought from Writing Coaches. *rammar, punctuation and spelling account for 
more than half of the reasons why students visit the writing center, but are only about a third of 
the reasons why teachers might send a student to get help. Students seem to be more concerned 
about their English conventions than teachers are, at least in light of teacher recommendations. 
7eachers clearly drive the vast maMority of traffic to the Writing Center. If teacher do not 
understand that the Writing Center is not designed for grammatical support, then students who 
go seeNing it may also have a clouded understanding of the purpose of the Writing Center. 
Students seem to seeN help on grammar, spelling, and punctuation far more than teachers appear 
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to suggest that students do so. It is unclear where this student focus on English conventions 
comes from, if not from teacher suggestions. 
When taNing population into account for reasons why students go to the Writing Center 
grammar ranNs high regardless of native language But native English speaNers are far and away 
more liNely to see help for idea and argument development than their non-native speaNing peers.  
  
It¶s unclear whether non-native speaNers view the Writing Center a place for more technical 
help, or if they are simply more concerned about their grammar than their idea and argument 
development. 0.2 of non-native speaNers reported seeNing help on grammar, while only 
11.6 reported seeNing help on idea argument development. Conversely, 20. of their 
native-speaNing peers sought grammar help, and 2. sought help on idea argument 
development. Non-native speaNers are therefore 50 less liNely than their native 
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English-speaNing peers to go to the Writing Center for help with their ideas but are more liNely 
to seeN help for grammar.  
3eUFeLYeG +elSfXlness anG 5etXUn 9LsLts  
Much to the relief of the researcher, no student who used the Writing Center reported that 
it was not helpful. A combined total of 2. students rated the help they received in the 
Writing center as either ³extremely´ or ³very´ helpful, but only 65.6 of students reported that 
they would return. Bromely et. all 2015 found that students find the collaboration between a 
tutor and a writer to be intellectually engaging, and as a result, productive and helpful. Students 
at Foxcroft Academy who use the center report that it is indeed helpful. Students were not asNed 
of their sessions felt engaging, but it is clear that those who visit believe the support they receive 
is helpful, and many are liNely to return for more conferences. 
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Native and non-native speaNers generally seem to agree about how helpful their sessions are.
  
It seems most students find the support they receive to be helpful, but whether or not they 
return to receive more support varies. Almost two-thirds of students who visit the Writing Center 
reported that they would visit again. 2nly 10. reported they would not go bacN for more 
support. 
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When broNen down by population of ESL and native speaNers of English, the Tuestion of return 
visits has different results. Native speaNers are far more liNely to return to the Writing Center. 
1. of native English-speaNing students who have already gone to the Writing Center reported 
that they would visit again, compared to only 6.2 of the ESL population. .5 of ESL 
students said they might return again, which leaves the possibility open. Native speaNers were 
much more definitive with their liNeliness to return, and only 12.5 said they might, and 6. 
reported they would not. A larger population of ESL students, 15., expressed no desire to 
return to the Writing Center.  
 
While their reasons for visiting again or not were not collected, it is suspected that since 
many ESL students reported they went to see help for grammar, but coaches are trained to not act 
as grammar editors, that perhaps these students were disappointed that the resource they sought 
out did not provide what they were looNing for in terms of support. Conversely, since many 
native English-speaNing students reported seeNing help for idea development in addition to 
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grammar, they are more liNely, based on how coaches are trained, to get the support they are 
looNing for, at least in regards to idea development. If they perceive this idea and argument 
development support as helpful, it many explain why they are more liNely to return than their 
non-native peers who do not seeN out idea development nearly as often.  
7he population of students, 1 in total, who were​UHTXLUHd​to go, had an anticipated 
voluntary return rate of 5.1, a drop from the overall reported number of 65.5. Another 
21. of all students surveyed said they might return of their own volition. Students who are 
reTuired to go are slightly less liNely to visit again, but more data would be needed to determine 
if this difference is significant or not. ClarN 15 found a strong relationships between 
teacher-reTuired visits and student attendance. While some students who tooN the survey were 
reTuired to visit the writing center and attended, it¶s unclear how many more were told to go and 
simply never did. If teachers are reTuiring students to go for help with more technical elements 
of writing, then these reTuired conferences may be reinforcing a misunderstanding of the 
mission.  
0otLYatLon 
 ​Intrinsic motivation was theme that emerged from the student and coach interviews. As 
one coach succinctly put it, students ³need to find the want to improve themselves, not Must do it 
because the teacher said >so@.´ While this response is unsurprising from a coach who has spent 
much time in training reading literature about writing centers and discussing how to best promote 
and encourage their peers to use the writing center, it was surprising to find this sentiment 
echoed in other student interviews. 
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When asNed how Writing Center could become a better resource, and if coaches should 
encourage their peers to go, the ESL student explained that she believes, ³If you want to worN, 
then people will definitely show up at the writing center. It really depends, >she doesn¶t@ thinN 
you can, liNe, encourage students to go, cause if they don¶t want to do it, they won¶t do it.´ When 
prompted, the native speaNer explained that students need ³the drive´ to use resources such as a 
the Writing Center, and expressed a belief that students need to want to help themselves.  
7he belief that their peers lacN the intrinsic motivation is necessary for students to maNe 
the best use of the Writing Center is in part supported by the student survey responses. 15.2 of 
students went because a friend recommended it, and another 1.2 went because it sounded 
helpful. About a third of students, then, visit the Writing Center because of non-teacher related 
reasons. When asNed how they heard about the Writing Center 1. said it was from a teacher, 
while only 6 said a friend. 7his could explain why few visits are related to friends and 
personal decisions. 7he fact remains that most students go because they have been told or 
encouraged to do so by an adult, not because they decided to go independent of adult influence.  
BielinsNa-.wapis] 2015  measured intrinsic and extrinsic motivation of college 
students and found that those who were more intrinsically motivated were more liNely to not 
only visit, but benefit from, the writing center. 7he student and coach responses in the interviews 
reflect a belief that intrinsic motivation is necessary for students to truly benefit from the writing 
center. 7hese student assertions are bacNed by BielinsNa-.wapis]¶s findings, but the students 
interviewed did not have any suggestions for how to motivate their peers 7hey seemed to hold a 
fixed-mindset that if one wishes to improve as a writer, one will use the resources available to 
them. It will be important for the writing center directors to foster conversations with faculty to 
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discuss writing center use and student motivation, especially in light of BielinsNa-.wapis]¶s 
claims that extrinsically motivated students need to have more writing center conferences in 
order to benefit as much as their intrinsically motivated fellows.  
2f the students who were reTuired to go, 5.1 reported that they would go bacN 
voluntarily. 21. said no, and another 21. said the might go bacN of their own volition. 7his 
indicates that reTuiring students to go does not turn students off from using the resource in the 
future reTuiring visits might actually help students see the value in using their resources and go 
on their own in the future.  
ConFlXsLons anG ,PSlLFatLons  
3XUSose anG 9LsLbLlLt\  
2ne of the clearest conclusions from the data is that coaches have a different conception 
of the Writing Center¶s role in providing grammar help than students and teachers do. 7eachers 
and students aliNe thinN the Writing Center can, and will, provide support for students who need 
help addressing grammar in their writing. 7his assumption does not align with the training 
provided to coaches in the Writing Center course, nor does it fit neatly with the generally 
accepted philosophy of most well-established writing centers. If, as the mission states, the goal is 
to ³improve the culture of writing´ in the school and ³provide students with sNills needed to 
continue to build their personal writing abilities´ then grammar may play a part in this process, 
but it cannot and should not be the cornerstone of what the Writing Center aims to do Writing 
Center Cohort 1.  
As pointed out by the teacher interviewee, coaches have not spoNen to faculty at a 
meeting since the inception of the Writing Center. 7he teacher explained the presentation that 
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two of the first coaches gave at a faculty PLC meeting ³7he Nids that were there introduced 
themselves, and the teachers could see what type of Nids are in the writing center, and that they 
have sNills, are good with other Nids, understanding what needs to get done.´ Faculty Nnew who 
the students were, and had the mission explained to them by the coaches themselves. In the three 
years since the Writing Center has been open, another similar presentation of mission and 
purpose has not taNen place. It¶s reasonable to thinN that over time teachers¶ understanding of the 
mission may have faded, and a reminder could be helpful. New teachers have also Moined the 
staff in recent years, and other than word of mouth, liNely do not fully understand the mission, or 
Nnow that a clear mission even exists. It is the responsibility of the writing center directors and 
the coaches to ensure that the community understands the mission and purpose of the writing 
center.  
As teachers drive the maMority of traffic to the writing center, it is logical to thinN that the 
first natural step toward a better school-wide understanding of the writing center is to meet with 
teachers. 7eachers act as a gateway to the center, encouraging students to seeN help and 
recommending they visit. If teachers misunderstand the goals of the writing center, then it is 
liNely they pass their misunderstandings on to their students. 
 It is recommended that coaches present to teachers at the start of the school year, but also 
during the change in semesters. At the start of the year, new teachers will be informed of the 
writing center, and returning teachers can receive a reminder of the purpose. Coaches would 
present to faculty with a twofold purpose First, it is important that faculty Nnow who worNs in 
the writing center, and second, when coaches explain what they do, it establishes credibility. 
Student coaches are the bacNbone of the writing center, to have them communicate their training, 
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goals, and purpose gives credit where credit is due and shows faculty that it is not Must directors, 
but coaches too, who believe in the mission of the writing center.  
As noted in the teacher interview, Writing Coaches were very visible in the first year. 
7hey made a promotional video, created and managed a section of the school website, had 
multiple active social media accounts, and presented multiple times at assembly. But as time has 
gone on, and the Writing Center has been better established as a resource that exists in the 
school, it seems that coaches have become less visible. 5evisiting how to maNe the purpose of 
the Writing Center, and the role of coaches, as well as their identities, Nnown to the school 
community will be essential to the continued development of the Writing Center.  
TKe 9alXe of *UaPPaU  
7he teacher survey made clear that grammar is something teachers feel is very, if not 
more, important when they grade, second only to idea and argument development. <et students 
in interviews reported feeling that addressing grammar is not, in their eyes, the Mob of their 
teachers. Students seeN grammar help above all else in their visits to the writing center, so it is 
clear that students, too, are concerned about their grammar. While many content areas have 
standards associated with writing, none beyond English and ESL have standards for the grading 
of English conventions separate from writing and communication standards. If teachers focus 
primarily on idea development and grammar, do they teach both" 7his Tuestion was not part of 
the initial scope of the research, but is important nonetheless. When a student¶s grammar 
interferes with their ability to clearly communicate their ideas, it is reasonable that teachers may 
be concerned. But if a student¶s grammar sNills do not hamper their ability to share their ideas 
and arguments, is the focus on grammar indicated by teaches in the survey reasonable if how to 
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correct errors isn¶t being taught" Do students get help on their grammar in subMects outside of 
English" If not, how are grammar sNills assessed and graded in student writing outside of the 
English department" 
Foxcroft Academy has a uniTue population that includes almost 25 non-native speaNers 
of English. 7hese students are capable of succeeding in non-ESL courses, despite struggling with 
grammar. Anecdotally, as a teacher of th grade English, the researcher finds that many native 
English speaNers also struggle with grammar, albeit it different elements than ESL students. It is 
not Must ESL students who seeN grammar support from the writing center. With this in mind, it is 
recommended that faculty as a whole, and within departments, discuss how they grade writing, 
and what role grammar plays in determining the grade of a piece of writing. UnliNe English and 
ESL, other departments do not often have standards to separate the communication of ideas from 
the conventions of English. 7his conversation is an important one to have as a faculty, as the 
teaching of writing is not the sole responsibility of the English department.  
'eYeloSLnJ tKe CXltXUe of :ULtLnJ  
As coaches are taught in +onors Writing Center, writing varies from discipline to 
discipline, not Must in terms of citation, but also in structure and style. It has long been a goal of 
the writing center to develop a writing handbooN with writing guidelines for different disciplines, 
rubrics from across departments, and samples of Tuality student writing. 7his undertaNing has 
never truly gotten off the ground because it is too big for the directors and coaches to tacNle 
alone. A school-wide effort is needed to accomplish a proMect of this scope.  It is suggested that 
faculty and departments share resources with the writing center so coaches and directors could 
compile a handbooN. 7his proMect would encourage teachers to thinN about what they value in 
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student writing, and open channels for communication between the school and the writing center. 
It would also help to further the writing center¶s mission to ³improve the culture of writing at 
Foxcroft Academy´ and might therefore help correct some of the inaccurate perceptions that 
both teachers and students hold about the purpose of the writing center Writing Center Cohort 
1.  
,PSlLFatLons %e\onG )o[FUoft $FaGeP\ 
7he Foxcroft Academy Writing center has been active in the writing center community 
since its inception. Coaches and directors have presented at multiple conferences, been in contact 
with other writing centers in the state and beyond, and were featured in Dr. 5ichard .ent¶s 
second edition of ​$*XLdHWR&UHaWLQJ6WXdHQW6WaIIHd:ULWLQJ&HQWHUV*UadHV​ Just as 
writing should be a collaborative process, so should the development of writing centers.  
7he findings from this research, while specific to Foxcroft Academy echo what has been 
found in prior research disconnects exist between writing centers and their school communities. 
7his research highlights that conversations about the role of the writing center must be on-going, 
and will liNely be cyclical as both faculty and coaches leave the school. 2ther high school 
writing centers can learn from the experience of  Foxcroft Academy¶s first three years with a 
student-staffed writing center. Communication is Ney. No matter how well-trained and prepared 
coaches are, if the community does not understand their role, then progress may be hampered 
and misunderstanding will liNely arise.  
+igh schools, by nature, are different than colleges, and so, too, are high school writing 
centers compared to their collegite counterparts. 7eachers at Foxcroft drive the vast maMority of 
visits to the writing center. During the first year, coaches and directors aliNe were worried that 
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teachers might not embrace the center, or raise concerns that the writing center is ³doing the 
worN´ for other students. 7his initial fear didn¶t come through in the research three years later. 
But the concerns about grammar that the first cohort of coaches have clearly echo through the 
years to today. 2ther high school writing centers may be worried about the same potential issues, 
and if so, they can learn from this study. 7eachers who believe in the writing center will send 
students, and in this way, they are the biggest allies the writing center has. It is therefore essential 
to maNe sure that faculty understand what coaches are eTuipped to do, and what they are not.  
5esearch exists about writing centers at colleges and universities, yet not nearly as many 
studies exist about writing centers at the highschool level. 7he pool of anecdotal articles, booNs 
on philosophy, and reflections on high school writing centers is growing. If the number high 
school writing centers is to continue to grow, so must the research about them. While personal 
experiences from directors and tutors are helpful, it is difficult to strengthen programs without 
more concrete information. Understanding how an academic community perceives a resource 
liNe the writing center is an important first step, but more research is also needed about the 
effectiveness of high school writing centers. Coaches, students and teachers may perceive that 
the writing center is a helpful resource, but do conferences actually improve students¶ writing 
abilities" Do students who regularly visit the writing center have a better understanding of their 
writing process than their peers who do not use such resources" As more high schools develop 
writing centers, it is essential that research be done to understand their impact on both 
communities and individuals. As students transition from high school to college, their 
interactions with writing centers early on may very well impact their use of writing centers in 
their post-secondary years. 5esearch regarding the use of writing centers from high school to 
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college may also prove informative, and it does not seem that research has been done on this 
topic. If high school writing centers are helpful and effective, then are students who use them 
more liNely to also use writing centers in college" Additionally, are high school coaches better 
eTuipped than their non-coaching peers for the rigors of college-level writing" Do any of these 
coaches go on to worN in writing centers in college" Collegiate writing centers can learn much 
from one another, and multiple Mournals and newsletters exist to provide means of sharing what is 
learned beyond campus boundaries. As high school writing center directors Moin the larger 
writing center academic community, fostering relationships between high schools and colleges 
could prove valuable for all parties. It is hoped that the research base about high schools will 
grow, and that research also be conducted on the transition of students and coaches from high 
school to college.  
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11/14/2017 Teacher Writing Center Survey
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1gyt6bPB2Kna8kBjBVdj8-ThrFhW87h8ZK-zCps37HxI/edit 1/2
Teacher Writing Center Survey
1. +ave yRu ever recRPPenGeG that a VtuGent Rr cOaVV viVit the Zriting center"
Mark only one oval.
 Yes
 No
2. $re yRu PRre OiNeOy tR recRPPenG Rr reTuire a VtuGent viVit the Zriting center iI their native
Oanguage iV nRt (ngOiVh"
Mark only one oval.
 Yes
 No
 Native language doesn't impact my recommendations
3. What Pight yRu VenG a VtuGent tR the Zriting center tR aGGreVV" ChecN aOO the aSSOy
Check all that apply.
 Grammar
 Spelling
 Puncutuation
 Style
 Organization
 Idea/ argument development
 Formatting
 Citations
 Use of evidence
4. What aVVignPentV Pight yRu VenG a VtuGent tR
the Zriting center tR ZRrN Rn"
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11/14/2017 Teacher Writing Center Survey
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1gyt6bPB2Kna8kBjBVdj8-ThrFhW87h8ZK-zCps37HxI/edit 2/2
PoZered Ey
. Which eOePentV RI Zriting are PRVt iPSRrtant Zhen yRu graGe Zriting"
Check all that apply.
Of utmost
importance
9ery
important
Of average
importance
SomeZKat
important
Not
important
Grammar
Spelling
Punctuation
Style
Organization
Idea/ argument
development
Formatting
Citations
Use of evidence
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11/14/2017 Student Writing Center Survey
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1/PFjZ6$0-r-mWi5lzW7u$B1y32p41sf*;KgmxHP070/edit 1/3
StuGent Writing Center Survey
1. ,V (ngOiVh yRur native IirVt Oanguage"
Mark only one oval.
 Yes
 I learned (nglisK and anotKer language at aEout tKe same time
 No
2. What graGe are yRu in"
Mark only one oval.
 Senior
 -unior
 SopKomore
 FresKman
3. +ave yRu ever viViteG the Zriting center"
Mark only one oval.
 Yes  6kLp to TXeVtLon .
 No  6top ILllLnJ oXt thLV IorP.
9iVit 4ueVtiRnV
4. What GiG yRu gR tR the Zriting center tR ZRrN Rn" ChecN aOO that aSSOy
Check all that apply.
 Grammar
 Spelling
 Punctiation
 Style
 Organization
 Idea/ argument development
 Formatting
 Citations
 Use of evidence
 OtKer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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1/PFjZ6$0-r-mWi5lzW7u$B1y32p41sf*;KgmxHP070/edit 2/3
. What aVVignPentV have yRu ZRrNeG Rn in the Zriting center" ChecN aOO that aSSOy
Check all that apply.
 (nglisK essay
 /aE report
 Social Studies essay
 :ellness essay
 Creative :riting
 FrencK SpanisK or /atin assignment
 OtKer 
. +RZ heOSIuO have yRur VeVViRnV in the Zriting center Eeen Rn average"
Mark only one oval.
 ([tremely Kelpful
 9ery Kelpful
 0oderately Kelpful
 $ Eit Kelpful
 Not at all Kelpful
. +RZ GiG yRu hear aERut the Zriting center" ChecN aOO that aSSOy
Check all that apply.
 7eacKer
 Friend
 $ssemEly announcement
 Poster or advertisement
 OtKer 
. What SrRPSteG yRu tR viVit the Writing Center"
Mark only one oval.
 7eacKer recommended visiting  6kLp to TXeVtLon .
 I Zent Eecause a friend recommended it  6kLp to TXeVtLon .
 7eacKer reTuired visiting  6kLp to TXeVtLon .
 I Zent Eecause it sounded Kelpful
5eTuireG 9iVitV
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11/14/2017 Student Writing Center Survey
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1/PFjZ6$0-r-mWi5lzW7u$B1y32p41sf*;KgmxHP070/edit 3/3
PoZered Ey
. WhR reTuireG that yRu viVit the Zriting center" 3OeaVe OiVt naPeV
 
 
 
 
 
1. WRuOG yRu viVit the Zriting center again vROuntariOy"
Mark only one oval.
 Yes
 No
 0ayEe
5ecRPPenGeG viVitV
11. WhR recRPPenGeG yRu viVit the Zriting
center" 3OeaVe OiVt naPeV
12. WRuOG yRu viVit the Zriting center again"
Mark only one oval.
 Yes
 No
 0ayEe
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11/14/2017 Coach Survey 4uestions
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1dauBd1WPstbo(S1cKHFbB70zPa--2lip*kaCvbB<8v(/edit 1/3
CRach Survey 4ueVtiRnV
1. +RZ RIten GR yRu cRnIerence Zith VtuGentV in the Zriting center"
Mark only one oval.
 I Kave not Kad a conference tKis year
 Once or tZice a montK
 7Kree to si[ times a montK
 Seven to ten times a montK
 0ore tKan ten times a montK
2. What tySeV RI aVVignPentV tR GR heOS VtuGentV Zith" ChecN aOO that aSSOy
Check all that apply.
 (nglisK essay
 /aE 5eport
 Social Studies essay
 :ellness/ +ealtK essay
 Creative :riting
 FrencK SpanisK or /atin assignment
 OtKer 
3. What GR VtuGentV PRVt RIten aVN yRu tR heOS theP ZRrN Rn" ChecN aOO that aSSOy even iI yRu
GR nRt heOS theP Zith thiV tRSic SOeaVe checN the ER[ iI VtuGentV 5(48(ST that yRu heOS
theP
Check all that apply.
 Grammar
 Spelling
 Punctuation
 Style
 Organization
 Idea/ argument development
 Formatting
 Citations
 Use of evidence
 OtKer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11/14/2017 Coach Survey 4uestions
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1dauBd1WPstbo(S1cKHFbB70zPa--2lip*kaCvbB<8v(/edit 2/3
4. Which eOePentV RI the Zriting SrRceVV GR yRu EeOieve are PRVt iPSRrtant tR ZRrN Rn in PRVt
cRnIerenceV"
Check all that apply.
Of utmost
importance
9ery
important
Of average
importance
SomeZKat
important
Not
important
Grammar
Spelling
Punctuation
Style
Organization
Idea/ $rgument
development
Formatting
Citations
Use of evidence
. +ave yRu recRPPenGeG tR SeerV that they VhRuOG viVit the Zriting center"
Mark only one oval.
 Yes  6kLp to TXeVtLon .
 No  6kLp to TXeVtLon .
<eV 5ecRPPenGatiRnV
. 3OeaVe GeVcriEe the cRnte[t in Zhich yRu PaNe recRPPenGatiRnV 3OeaVe Ee VSeciIic )Rr
e[aPSOe , hearG a IrienG VtruggOing Zith Zriting VR , VuggeVteG they viVit the Writing Center
2r 0y (ngOiVh cOaVV iV ZRrNing Rn an eVVay VR , tROG the cOaVV they cRuOG cRPe uS tR the
Writing Center
 
 
 
 
 
1R recRPPenGatiRnV
. Why GR yRu nRt recRPPenG that yRur SeerV viVit the Zriting center" ChecN aOO that aSSOy
Check all that apply.
 I never Kear anyone talNing aEout needing Kelp
 I feel aZNZard suggesting peers go get Kelp
 I don't feel comfortaEle talNing to my class aEout tKe Zriting center
 I figure if people Zant to go tKey'll go on tKeir oZn
 OtKer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11/14/2017 Coach Survey 4uestions
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1dauBd1WPstbo(S1cKHFbB70zPa--2lip*kaCvbB<8v(/edit 3/3
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Dear​ ​Foxcroft​ ​Academy​ ​Faculty, 
 
<ou​ ​are​ ​invited​ ​to ​ ​participate ​ ​in​ ​a ​ ​research ​ ​proMect ​ ​about ​ ​the​ ​Foxcroft​ ​Academy​ ​Writing​ ​Center ​ ​being 
conducted​ ​by​ ​Mrs.​ ​Bridget ​ ​Wright, ​ ​an ​ ​English​ ​teacher​ ​and ​ ​co-director ​ ​of ​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center.​ ​Participation 
means​ ​completing​ ​an ​ ​online ​ ​survey ​ ​on​ ​their​ ​iPad​ ​or ​ ​laptop ​ ​during​ ​school.​ ​7he​ ​survey​ ​will ​ ​taNe ​ ​about​ ​10 
minutes.​ ​7he​ ​purpose ​ ​of​ ​the ​ ​research ​ ​is ​ ​to ​ ​better​ ​understand​ ​how ​ ​many ​ ​students​ ​use ​ ​the ​ ​Writing ​ ​Center, 
what​ ​Ninds​ ​of​ ​writing​ ​they ​ ​worN​ ​on,​ ​and ​ ​how​ ​helpful​ ​they​ ​perceive ​ ​the ​ ​Writing ​ ​Center​ ​to​ ​be. ​ ​7he​ ​survey 
will​ ​asN ​ ​Tuestions​ ​about ​ ​whether ​ ​you​ ​recommend ​ ​or ​ ​reTuire ​ ​students​ ​to​ ​visit ​ ​the ​ ​Writing​ ​Center,​ ​what 
prompts ​ ​such​ ​recommendations, ​ ​and ​ ​what ​ ​elements​ ​of ​ ​writing ​ ​are​ ​most ​ ​important ​ ​when ​ ​you​ ​grade.  
Mrs. ​ ​Wright​ ​hopes​ ​to​ ​gather ​ ​information​ ​that​ ​will ​ ​help ​ ​her ​ ​and ​ ​co-director​ ​Mr.​ ​NicN ​ ​Miller​ ​better 
understand ​ ​how ​ ​the ​ ​Foxcroft ​ ​Academy ​ ​community ​ ​uses​ ​the ​ ​Writing​ ​Center,​ ​what ​ ​teachers​ ​and ​ ​students 
believe ​ ​the ​ ​purpose​ ​is,​ ​​ ​and ​ ​how ​ ​to​ ​improve​ ​this​ ​resource.​ ​7his ​ ​proMect​ ​is​ ​approved​ ​by​ ​Mr.​ ​Jon​ ​Pratt​ ​and 
has​ ​been​ ​shared​ ​with​ ​all ​ ​the ​ ​teachers. ​ ​7he​ ​proMect​ ​has​ ​been ​ ​approved​ ​by​ ​the​ ​University​ ​of ​ ​Maine​ ​at 
Farmington​ ​Institutional​ ​5eview​ ​Board.  
 
7his​ ​letters​ ​contains ​ ​information ​ ​about ​ ​what ​ ​the​ ​proMect​ ​means​ ​for​ ​you.​ ​Please​ ​email​ ​Bridget​ ​Wright ​ ​at 
bridget.wright@foxcroftacademy.org ​​ ​if​ ​you​ ​have ​ ​Tuestions.  
 
:Kat ​ ​ZLll ​ ​\oX​ ​be​ ​asNeG ​ ​to​ ​Go" 
If​ ​you ​ ​decide ​ ​to​ ​participate ​ ​in​ ​this ​ ​study,​ ​you​ ​will​ ​complete ​ ​a ​ ​10 ​ ​minute​ ​online​ ​survey​ ​during ​ ​a ​ ​PLC 
Meeting. 
 
5LsNs 
Except ​ ​for ​ ​your ​ ​time, ​ ​I ​ ​see​ ​no​ ​risNs ​ ​to​ ​you​ ​from​ ​participating​ ​in​ ​this ​ ​study.​ ​<our​ ​may ​ ​sNip ​ ​any ​ ​Tuestion 
that​ ​you ​ ​want, ​ ​or ​ ​leave ​ ​the ​ ​survey​ ​at ​ ​any ​ ​time.  
 
%enefLts 
7his​ ​research​ ​will​ ​help​ ​the ​ ​teachers ​ ​and ​ ​future ​ ​student ​ ​coaches​ ​involved ​ ​in​ ​the​ ​Writing ​ ​Center​ ​better 
understand ​ ​how ​ ​many ​ ​people ​ ​access ​ ​the ​ ​center,​ ​and ​ ​why ​ ​this ​ ​will​ ​help ​ ​them ​ ​improve​ ​the​ ​Writing ​ ​Center 
as​ ​a​ ​resource​ ​for​ ​students,​ ​which ​ ​may ​ ​in​ ​turn ​ ​benefit​ ​your​ ​students.  
 
ConfLGentLalLt\ 
<ou​ ​will ​ ​not​ ​provide​ ​your​ ​name,​ ​and​ ​a ​ ​random​ ​number​ ​will​ ​be ​ ​assigned​ ​as​ ​a ​ ​survey​ ​ID ​ ​number, ​ ​so ​ ​your 
responses​ ​will​ ​be ​ ​anonymous. ​ ​Survey​ ​answers​ ​will ​ ​be ​ ​combined ​ ​for​ ​all​ ​teachers ​ ​and ​ ​will ​ ​not​ ​be ​ ​connected 
to ​ ​your ​ ​name.​ ​I​ ​will​ ​report ​ ​a ​ ​summary ​ ​of​ ​results​ ​and ​ ​your ​ ​individual​ ​responses ​ ​will ​ ​never​ ​be ​ ​shared​ ​with 
others. ​ ​7his​ ​anonymous​ ​data ​ ​will​ ​be ​ ​used​ ​in ​ ​Mrs.​ ​Bridget​ ​Wright¶s​ ​Master¶s​ ​7hesis ​ ​for ​ ​the ​ ​University​ ​of 
Maine​ ​at ​ ​Farmington,​ ​and ​ ​will​ ​be ​ ​presented ​ ​at ​ ​the ​ ​*raduate ​ ​Student​ ​Poster​ ​Session​ ​at​ ​the​ ​university.​ ​7his 
data​ ​may​ ​also​ ​be​ ​used​ ​in​ ​presentations ​ ​at ​ ​various​ ​conferences​ ​about​ ​teaching ​ ​and ​ ​learning. 
 
9olXntaU\  
Participation ​ ​is ​ ​voluntary. ​ ​<ou​ ​may ​ ​change ​ ​your ​ ​mind​ ​and ​ ​leave ​ ​the ​ ​study​ ​at​ ​any ​ ​time. ​ ​Not​ ​participating 
in ​ ​this ​ ​study ​ ​or ​ ​stopping ​ ​participation ​ ​during ​ ​the​ ​proMect ​ ​will​ ​not​ ​affect ​ ​your​ ​standing​ ​in​ ​school,​ ​treatment 
by ​ ​teachers ​ ​or ​ ​administrators, ​ ​or ​ ​treatment​ ​by​ ​Mrs.​ ​Wright.​ ​7eachers​ ​and ​ ​other​ ​school ​ ​staff ​ ​other​ ​than​ ​the 
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Dear​ ​Foxcroft​ ​Academy​ ​Families, 
 
<our​ ​student​ ​is​ ​invited ​ ​to​ ​participate ​ ​in​ ​a ​ ​research​ ​proMect ​ ​about ​ ​the ​ ​Foxcroft​ ​Academy ​ ​Writing ​ ​Center 
being ​ ​conducted ​ ​by​ ​Mrs. ​ ​Bridget ​ ​Wright, ​ ​an ​ ​English ​ ​teacher ​ ​and ​ ​co-director​ ​of​ ​the ​ ​Writing​ ​Center. 
Participation​ ​means​ ​completing ​ ​an ​ ​online ​ ​survey​ ​on​ ​their​ ​iPad​ ​or​ ​laptop​ ​during ​ ​school.​ ​7he​ ​survey​ ​will 
taNe​ ​about​ ​10​ ​minutes.​ ​7he​ ​purpose ​ ​of​ ​the​ ​research​ ​is​ ​to​ ​better​ ​understand ​ ​how ​ ​many ​ ​students​ ​use​ ​the 
Writing​ ​Center,​ ​what​ ​Ninds ​ ​of​ ​writing​ ​they ​ ​worN ​ ​on, ​ ​and ​ ​how​ ​helpful​ ​they ​ ​perceive ​ ​the ​ ​Writing​ ​Center​ ​to 
be.​ ​As​ ​a​ ​Writing​ ​Center ​ ​Coach, ​ ​your ​ ​student ​ ​has ​ ​a ​ ​uniTue​ ​perspective​ ​on​ ​the ​ ​Writing​ ​Center,​ ​and​ ​as​ ​such, 
will​ ​taNe​ ​a ​ ​survey ​ ​with​ ​Tuestions ​ ​for ​ ​coaches​ ​while ​ ​other​ ​students​ ​taNe​ ​a ​ ​similar​ ​survey​ ​about ​ ​their 
personal​ ​use​ ​of​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center.​ ​7he​ ​coach ​ ​survey​ ​will ​ ​asN​ ​Tuestions​ ​about​ ​how ​ ​often ​ ​they ​ ​conference 
with​ ​peers,​ ​what ​ ​they ​ ​help​ ​their​ ​peers​ ​with,​ ​what ​ ​type ​ ​of​ ​help​ ​their ​ ​peers ​ ​reTuest,​ ​and ​ ​if ​ ​they​ ​recommend 
their​ ​peers​ ​visit​ ​the ​ ​Writing​ ​Center.​ ​Mrs. ​ ​Wright​ ​hopes​ ​to​ ​gather​ ​information​ ​that ​ ​will​ ​help​ ​her​ ​and 
co-director ​ ​Mr.​ ​NicN ​ ​Miller ​ ​better​ ​understand ​ ​how ​ ​students ​ ​use​ ​the ​ ​Writing ​ ​Center,​ ​and ​ ​how​ ​to​ ​improve 
this ​ ​resource.​ ​7his​ ​proMect​ ​is​ ​approved ​ ​by​ ​Mr.​ ​Jon​ ​Pratt​ ​and ​ ​has ​ ​been ​ ​shared ​ ​with​ ​all​ ​the ​ ​teachers.​ ​7he 
proMect ​ ​has​ ​been ​ ​approved ​ ​by​ ​the ​ ​University​ ​of​ ​Maine​ ​at ​ ​Farmington ​ ​Institutional​ ​5eview​ ​Board.  
 
7his​ ​letters​ ​contains ​ ​information ​ ​about ​ ​what ​ ​the ​ ​proMect​ ​means ​ ​for​ ​you ​ ​and ​ ​your ​ ​student.​ ​Please​ ​email 
Bridget ​ ​Wright​ ​at ​ ​​bridget.wright@foxcroftacademy.org ​​ ​if ​ ​you​ ​have ​ ​Tuestions.  
 
:Kat​ ​ZLll​ ​\oXU​ ​stXGent​ ​be​ ​asNeG ​ ​to​ ​Go" 
If ​ ​your​ ​student​ ​decides ​ ​to​ ​participate ​ ​in​ ​this​ ​study,​ ​she​ ​will​ ​complete ​ ​a​ ​10​ ​minute​ ​online​ ​survey​ ​during 
advisory​ ​in​ ​January ​ ​or ​ ​February. 
 
5LsNs 
Except ​ ​for ​ ​your ​ ​student¶s ​ ​time, ​ ​we ​ ​see ​ ​no​ ​risNs​ ​to​ ​your ​ ​student ​ ​from​ ​participating ​ ​in​ ​this ​ ​study. ​ ​<our 
student​ ​may​ ​sNip ​ ​any ​ ​Tuestion ​ ​that ​ ​they ​ ​want,​ ​or​ ​leave​ ​the​ ​survey​ ​at ​ ​any​ ​time.  
 
%enefLts 
7his ​ ​research​ ​will​ ​help ​ ​the ​ ​teachers​ ​and ​ ​future ​ ​student ​ ​coaches ​ ​involved​ ​in​ ​the ​ ​Writing ​ ​Center ​ ​better 
understand ​ ​how ​ ​many ​ ​people ​ ​access ​ ​the ​ ​center, ​ ​and ​ ​why​ ​this​ ​will ​ ​help​ ​them​ ​improve​ ​the ​ ​Writing ​ ​Center 
as​ ​a​ ​resource​ ​for ​ ​students,​ ​which ​ ​may ​ ​in ​ ​turn ​ ​benefit​ ​your​ ​student.  
 
ConfLGentLalLt\ 
<our ​ ​student​ ​will​ ​not​ ​provide​ ​their​ ​name,​ ​and​ ​a ​ ​random​ ​number​ ​will​ ​be​ ​assigned​ ​as​ ​a ​ ​survey ​ ​ID​ ​number, 
so​ ​your​ ​student¶s​ ​responses ​ ​will​ ​be ​ ​anonymous.​ ​Survey​ ​answers​ ​will​ ​be ​ ​combined ​ ​for​ ​all​ ​students​ ​and​ ​will 
not ​ ​be​ ​connected​ ​to​ ​your​ ​student¶s ​ ​name. ​ ​We ​ ​will​ ​report​ ​a ​ ​summary​ ​of​ ​results​ ​and ​ ​your​ ​student¶s 
individual​ ​responses​ ​will​ ​never ​ ​be​ ​shared​ ​with​ ​others. ​ ​7his​ ​anonymous​ ​data ​ ​will​ ​be ​ ​used​ ​in​ ​Mrs.​ ​Wright¶s 
Master¶s ​ ​7hesis ​ ​for ​ ​the ​ ​University ​ ​of ​ ​Maine​ ​at ​ ​Farmington,​ ​and ​ ​will​ ​be ​ ​presented​ ​at​ ​the​ ​*raduate ​ ​Student 
Poster​ ​Session​ ​at ​ ​the ​ ​university.​ ​7his​ ​data ​ ​may​ ​also​ ​be ​ ​used ​ ​in​ ​presentations​ ​at ​ ​various​ ​conferences​ ​about 
teaching​ ​and ​ ​learning. 
 
9olXntaU\  
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Participation​ ​is ​ ​voluntary. ​ ​<ou ​ ​and ​ ​your ​ ​student ​ ​may​ ​change ​ ​your ​ ​mind​ ​and ​ ​leave ​ ​the ​ ​study​ ​at ​ ​any ​ ​time. 
Not​ ​participating ​ ​in​ ​this ​ ​study ​ ​or ​ ​stopping ​ ​participation ​ ​during ​ ​the ​ ​proMect ​ ​will​ ​not​ ​affect ​ ​your​ ​student¶s 
grades, ​ ​standing​ ​in​ ​school, ​ ​treatment ​ ​by​ ​teachers​ ​or ​ ​administrators, ​ ​treatment​ ​by​ ​Mrs.​ ​Wright, ​ ​or​ ​any​ ​other 
services​ ​he ​ ​or​ ​she​ ​gets​ ​from​ ​school​ ​in​ ​any ​ ​way.​ ​7eachers ​ ​and​ ​other​ ​school​ ​staff​ ​other​ ​than​ ​the​ ​+eadmaster 
and ​ ​I7​ ​department​ ​will ​ ​not​ ​Nnow ​ ​if ​ ​your​ ​student​ ​decides​ ​to ​ ​participate​ ​or​ ​not. ​ ​<our ​ ​student ​ ​can ​ ​sNip​ ​any 
Tuestion ​ ​they ​ ​do ​ ​not​ ​wish​ ​to​ ​answer. ​ ​If ​ ​you​ ​do​ ​not​ ​allow ​ ​your​ ​child ​ ​to​ ​participate,​ ​or ​ ​if ​ ​you​ ​do​ ​and ​ ​your 
child​ ​does​ ​not​ ​want ​ ​to​ ​taNe ​ ​the ​ ​survey ​ ​she ​ ​will​ ​Tuietly​ ​read ​ ​or​ ​do ​ ​another​ ​activity.  
 
ContaFt​ ​,nfoUPatLon 
If​ ​you ​ ​have ​ ​any ​ ​Tuestions ​ ​about ​ ​this​ ​study,​ ​please​ ​contact ​ ​me 
Mrs. ​ ​Bridget​ ​Wright 
bridget.wright@foxcroftacademy.org 
20-56-51 ​ ​ext ​ ​150 
5 ​ ​W ​ ​Main ​ ​Street 
Dover-Foxcroft, ​ ​ME ​ ​026 
 
If ​ ​you ​ ​have ​ ​any ​ ​Tuestions ​ ​about ​ ​your ​ ​rights​ ​as​ ​a ​ ​research​ ​participant, ​ ​please​ ​contact​​ ​Dr.​ ​Christopher 
Strople,​ ​20 ​ ​-015, ​ ​​christopher.strople@maine.edu ​. 
 
3aUtLFLSatLon ​ ​Ls ​ ​\oXU ​ ​anG​ ​\oXU ​ ​stXGent¶s ​ ​FKoLFe ​ ​3lease​ ​UetXUn​ ​tKLs​ ​letteU​ ​oU ​ ​senG​ ​an​ ​ePaLl​ ​to 
bULGJetZULJKt#fo[FUoftaFaGeP\oUJ ​​ ​to​ ​LnGLFate ​ ​Lf ​ ​\oX ​ ​Go​ ​oU ​ ​Go​ ​not​ ​aJUee​ ​to​ ​let​ ​\oXU​ ​stXGent 
SaUtLFLSate​ ​$​ ​³Go​ ​aJUee ​´ ​UesSonse​ ​Ls ​ ​UeTXLUeG ​ ​foU ​ ​\oXU​ ​stXGent​ ​to​ ​SaUtLFLSate​ ​laFN​ ​of​ ​UesSonse​ ​Ls 
assXPeG ​ ​a​ ​³Go​ ​not ​ ​aJUee´ ​ ​​<our​ ​signature ​ ​below​ ​indicates​ ​that​ ​you​ ​have​ ​read​ ​the​ ​information​ ​above.  
 
Sincerly, 
Bridget ​ ​Wright 
 
 
 
2P7I2NS​ ​F25 ​ ​LE77IN* ​ ​US​ ​.N2W​ ​<2U​ ​​'2​ ​oU ​ ​'2​ ​12T ​ ​$*5(( ​ ​​F25 ​ ​<2U5 ​ ​S7UDEN7​ ​72 
PA57ICIPA7E 
 
1. Send​ ​an ​ ​email ​ ​to​ ​​bridget.wright@foxcroftacademy.org​​ ​stating ​ ​the​ ​name ​ ​of ​ ​your​ ​student​ ​and 
whether ​ ​or​ ​not​ ​you​ ​agree ​ ​to​ ​let ​ ​them​ ​participate​ ​in​ ​the ​ ​study. 
2. Complete,​ ​sign,​ ​and​ ​return​ ​this ​ ​portion ​ ​of ​ ​th​ ​page, ​ ​sending ​ ​it​ ​bacN ​ ​to​ ​school​ ​with​ ​your ​ ​student​ ​​ ​as 
soon ​ ​as ​ ​possible.  
 
I​ ​​'2​ ​ ​ ​'2​ ​12T​​ ​circle​ ​one​ ​agree ​ ​to ​ ​allow ​ ​my​ ​students​ ​BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
to​ ​participate ​ ​in​ ​the ​ ​online ​ ​survey​ ​for ​ ​the ​ ​³Foxcroft​ ​Academy​ ​Writing​ ​Center ​´ ​research​ ​proMect ​ ​being 
conducted ​ ​by​ ​Bridget ​ ​Wright. 
 
<our ​ ​signature ​ ​and ​ ​today¶s ​ ​date ​ ​BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
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Dear​ ​Foxcroft​ ​Academy​ ​Families, 
 
<our​ ​student​ ​is​ ​invited ​ ​to​ ​participate ​ ​in​ ​a ​ ​research​ ​proMect ​ ​about ​ ​the ​ ​Foxcroft​ ​Academy ​ ​Writing ​ ​Center 
being ​ ​conducted ​ ​by​ ​Mrs. ​ ​Bridget ​ ​Wright, ​ ​an ​ ​English ​ ​teacher ​ ​and ​ ​co-director​ ​of​ ​the ​ ​Writing​ ​Center. 
Participation​ ​means​ ​completing ​ ​an ​ ​online ​ ​survey​ ​on​ ​their​ ​iPad​ ​during ​ ​school.​ ​7he​ ​survey ​ ​will​ ​taNe ​ ​about 
10 ​ ​minutes. ​ ​7he​ ​purpose ​ ​of​ ​the ​ ​research​ ​is ​ ​to​ ​better​ ​understand ​ ​how ​ ​many ​ ​students​ ​use​ ​the​ ​Writing 
Center, ​ ​what ​ ​Ninds​ ​of​ ​writing​ ​they​ ​worN​ ​on,​ ​and ​ ​how ​ ​helpful ​ ​they ​ ​perceive​ ​the ​ ​Writing ​ ​Center​ ​to​ ​be.​ ​7he 
survey​ ​will​ ​asN ​ ​Tuestions ​ ​about ​ ​whether ​ ​students​ ​visit​ ​the ​ ​center,​ ​how​ ​they ​ ​heard ​ ​about ​ ​it, ​ ​what ​ ​type​ ​of 
help​ ​they ​ ​received,​ ​if​ ​they ​ ​visited​ ​of​ ​their​ ​own ​ ​volition,​ ​or ​ ​if​ ​someone​ ​recommended​ ​or​ ​reTuired​ ​that​ ​they 
do​ ​so. ​ ​Mrs. ​ ​Wright ​ ​hopes​ ​to​ ​gather ​ ​information ​ ​that ​ ​will​ ​help ​ ​her​ ​and ​ ​co-director​ ​Mr. ​ ​NicN ​ ​Miller​ ​better 
understand​ ​how ​ ​students​ ​use​ ​the ​ ​Writing ​ ​Center,​ ​and ​ ​how​ ​to ​ ​improve​ ​this​ ​resource.​ ​7his​ ​proMect​ ​is 
approved ​ ​by​ ​Mr.​ ​Jon​ ​Pratt ​ ​and ​ ​has​ ​been ​ ​shared​ ​with​ ​all​ ​the​ ​teachers. ​ ​7he​ ​proMect​ ​has​ ​been ​ ​approved​ ​by​ ​the 
University​ ​of​ ​Maine​ ​at ​ ​Farmington​ ​Institutional​ ​5eview​ ​Board.  
 
7his​ ​letters ​ ​contains ​ ​information ​ ​about ​ ​what ​ ​the ​ ​proMect​ ​means​ ​for​ ​you​ ​and​ ​your​ ​student.​ ​Please ​ ​email 
Bridget​ ​Wright​ ​at ​ ​​bridget.wright@foxcroftacademy.org ​​ ​if ​ ​you​ ​have ​ ​Tuestions.  
 
:Kat​ ​ZLll​ ​\oXU​ ​stXGent​ ​be​ ​asNeG ​ ​to​ ​Go" 
If ​ ​your​ ​student​ ​decides ​ ​to​ ​participate ​ ​in​ ​this​ ​study,​ ​she​ ​will​ ​complete ​ ​a​ ​10​ ​minute​ ​online​ ​survey​ ​during 
advisory​ ​in​ ​January ​ ​or ​ ​February. 
 
5LsNs 
Except ​ ​for ​ ​your ​ ​student¶s ​ ​time, ​ ​we ​ ​see ​ ​no​ ​risNs​ ​to​ ​your ​ ​student ​ ​from​ ​participating ​ ​in​ ​this ​ ​study. ​ ​<our 
student​ ​may​ ​sNip ​ ​any ​ ​Tuestion ​ ​that ​ ​they ​ ​want,​ ​or​ ​leave​ ​the​ ​survey​ ​at ​ ​any​ ​time.  
 
%enefLts 
7his ​ ​research​ ​will​ ​help ​ ​the ​ ​teachers​ ​and ​ ​student ​ ​coaches ​ ​involved ​ ​in​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center ​ ​better​ ​understand 
how ​ ​many​ ​people ​ ​access​ ​the ​ ​center, ​ ​and ​ ​why ​ ​this​ ​will​ ​help ​ ​them​ ​improve​ ​the​ ​Writing ​ ​Center​ ​as ​ ​a 
resource ​ ​for ​ ​students,​ ​which​ ​may ​ ​in​ ​turn​ ​benefit​ ​your ​ ​student.  
 
ConfLGentLalLt\ 
<our​ ​student​ ​will​ ​not​ ​provide ​ ​their​ ​name,​ ​and​ ​a​ ​random ​ ​number​ ​will​ ​be ​ ​assigned ​ ​as​ ​a ​ ​survey ​ ​ID ​ ​number, 
so ​ ​your ​ ​student¶s ​ ​responses ​ ​will​ ​be ​ ​anonymous.​ ​Survey​ ​answers​ ​will​ ​be ​ ​combined ​ ​for ​ ​all​ ​students​ ​and​ ​will 
not ​ ​be​ ​connected​ ​to​ ​your​ ​student¶s​ ​name.​ ​We ​ ​will ​ ​report ​ ​a ​ ​summary​ ​of​ ​results​ ​and​ ​your​ ​student¶s 
individual​ ​responses ​ ​will​ ​never ​ ​be ​ ​shared​ ​with​ ​others. ​ ​7his​ ​anonymous​ ​data​ ​will​ ​be​ ​used​ ​in​ ​Mrs.​ ​Wright¶s 
Master¶s ​ ​7hesis​ ​for ​ ​the ​ ​University ​ ​of​ ​Maine​ ​at​ ​Farmington,​ ​and​ ​will​ ​be​ ​presented​ ​at ​ ​the ​ ​*raduate​ ​Student 
Poster​ ​Session​ ​at ​ ​the ​ ​university.​ ​7his​ ​data ​ ​may​ ​also​ ​be ​ ​used​ ​in​ ​presentations​ ​at ​ ​various​ ​conferences​ ​about 
teaching​ ​and​ ​learning. 
 
 
9olXntaU\  
Participation​ ​is ​ ​voluntary. ​ ​<ou ​ ​and ​ ​your​ ​student ​ ​may ​ ​change​ ​your​ ​mind​ ​and ​ ​leave​ ​the​ ​study ​ ​at ​ ​any ​ ​time. 
Not​ ​participating​ ​in​ ​this ​ ​study ​ ​or​ ​stopping ​ ​participation​ ​during ​ ​the​ ​proMect​ ​will ​ ​not​ ​affect ​ ​your ​ ​student¶s 
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grades, ​ ​standing​ ​in​ ​school, ​ ​treatment ​ ​by​ ​teachers​ ​or ​ ​administrators, ​ ​treatment​ ​by​ ​Mrs.​ ​Wright, ​ ​or​ ​any​ ​other 
services​ ​he ​ ​or​ ​she​ ​gets ​ ​from ​ ​school​ ​in​ ​any ​ ​way.​ ​7eachers ​ ​and ​ ​other​ ​school ​ ​staff​ ​other​ ​than ​ ​the ​ ​+eadmaster 
and​ ​I7​ ​department​ ​will​ ​not​ ​Nnow ​ ​if​ ​your​ ​student​ ​decides ​ ​to​ ​participate ​ ​or ​ ​not. ​ ​<our​ ​student​ ​can​ ​sNip​ ​any 
Tuestion ​ ​they​ ​do​ ​not​ ​wish ​ ​to​ ​answer. ​ ​If​ ​you​ ​do​ ​not​ ​allow ​ ​your​ ​child​ ​to​ ​participate,​ ​or​ ​if ​ ​you​ ​do​ ​and ​ ​your 
child ​ ​does ​ ​not​ ​want ​ ​to​ ​taNe​ ​the ​ ​survey ​ ​she​ ​will ​ ​Tuietly​ ​read​ ​or ​ ​do​ ​another​ ​activity.  
 
ContaFt ​ ​,nfoUPatLon 
If ​ ​you ​ ​have​ ​any ​ ​Tuestions ​ ​about ​ ​this ​ ​study,​ ​please​ ​contact ​ ​me 
Mrs. ​ ​Bridget​ ​Wright 
bridget.wright@foxcroftacademy.org 
20-56-51 ​ ​ext ​ ​150 
5 ​ ​W ​ ​Main ​ ​Street 
Dover-Foxcroft, ​ ​ME ​ ​026 
 
If ​ ​you ​ ​have ​ ​any ​ ​Tuestions ​ ​about ​ ​your ​ ​rights​ ​as​ ​a ​ ​research​ ​participant, ​ ​please​ ​contact​​ ​Dr.​ ​Christopher 
Strople,​ ​20 ​ ​-015, ​ ​​christopher.strople@maine.edu ​. 
 
3aUtLFLSatLon ​ ​Ls ​ ​\oXU ​ ​anG​ ​\oXU ​ ​stXGent¶s ​ ​FKoLFe ​ ​3lease​ ​UetXUn​ ​tKLs​ ​letteU​ ​oU ​ ​senG​ ​an​ ​ePaLl​ ​to 
bULGJetZULJKt#fo[FUoftaFaGeP\oUJ ​​ ​to​ ​LnGLFate ​ ​Lf ​ ​\oX ​ ​Go​ ​oU ​ ​Go​ ​not​ ​aJUee​ ​to​ ​let​ ​\oXU​ ​stXGent 
SaUtLFLSate​ ​$​ ​³Go​ ​aJUee ​´ ​UesSonse​ ​Ls ​ ​UeTXLUeG ​ ​foU ​ ​\oXU​ ​stXGent​ ​to​ ​SaUtLFLSate​ ​laFN​ ​of​ ​UesSonse​ ​Ls 
assXPeG ​ ​a​ ​³Go​ ​not ​ ​aJUee´ ​ ​​<our​ ​signature ​ ​below​ ​indicates​ ​that​ ​you​ ​have​ ​read​ ​the​ ​information​ ​above.  
 
Sincerely, 
Bridget ​ ​Wright 
 
 
 
2P7I2NS​ ​F25 ​ ​LE77IN* ​ ​US​ ​.N2W​ ​<2U​ ​​'2​ ​oU ​ ​'2​ ​12T ​ ​$*5(( ​ ​​F25 ​ ​<2U5 ​ ​S7UDEN7​ ​72 
PA57ICIPA7E 
 
1. Send​ ​an ​ ​email ​ ​to​ ​​bridget.wright@foxcroftacademy.org​​ ​stating ​ ​the​ ​name ​ ​of ​ ​your​ ​student​ ​and 
whether ​ ​or​ ​not​ ​you​ ​agree ​ ​to​ ​let ​ ​them​ ​participate​ ​in​ ​the ​ ​study. 
2. Complete,​ ​sign,​ ​and​ ​return​ ​this ​ ​portion ​ ​of ​ ​the ​ ​page,​ ​sending ​ ​it​ ​bacN​ ​to​ ​school ​ ​with ​ ​your​ ​student​ ​​ ​as 
soon ​ ​as ​ ​possible.  
 
I​ ​​'2​ ​ ​ ​'2​ ​12T​​ ​circle​ ​one​ ​agree ​ ​to ​ ​allow ​ ​my​ ​students​ ​BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
to​ ​participate ​ ​in​ ​the ​ ​online​ ​survey​ ​for ​ ​the ​ ​³Foxcroft​ ​Academy​ ​Writing​ ​Center ​´ ​research​ ​proMect ​ ​being 
conducted ​ ​by​ ​Bridget​ ​Wright. 
 
<our ​ ​signature ​ ​and ​ ​today¶s ​ ​date ​ ​BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
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:ULtLnJ​ ​CenteU​ ​CoaFK​ ​,nteUYLeZ​ ​4XestLons  
 
What​ ​grade​ ​are​ ​you​ ​in" 
 
+ow​ ​long​ ​have​ ​you​ ​been​ ​a​ ​coach" 
 
In​ ​your​ ​own​ ​words,​ ​what​ ​is​ ​the​ ​purpose​ ​of​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center" 
 
Please​ ​describe​ ​an​ ​average​ ​conference. 
 
Please​ ​describe​ ​your​ ​role​ ​as​ ​a​ ​coach​ ​What ​ ​do​ ​you​ ​do" 
 
Do ​ ​you​ ​believe​ ​the​ ​students​ ​you​ ​conference​ ​with​ ​understand​ ​your​ ​role​ ​as​ ​a​ ​coach"  
Ɣ Do ​ ​they​ ​want​ ​you​ ​to​ ​act​ ​as​ ​an​ ​editor" 
Ɣ Do ​ ​they​ ​want​ ​you​ ​to​ ​act​ ​as​ ​a​ ​guide​ ​or​ ​sounding​ ​board" 
Ɣ If​ ​they​ ​don¶t​ ​understand,​ ​how​ ​do ​ ​you​ ​explain​ ​your​ ​role​ ​to​ ​them" 
 
Do ​ ​you​ ​believe​ ​teachers​ ​understand​ ​the​ ​purpose​ ​of​ ​the​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center"  
Ɣ Why" 
Ɣ Why​ ​not" 
 
Do ​ ​you​ ​believe​ ​the​ ​writing​ ​center​ ​is​ ​a​ ​valuable​ ​resource​ ​for​ ​your​ ​peers" 
 
Do ​ ​you​ ​have​ ​any​ ​ideas​ ​for​ ​how​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center​ ​can​ ​grow​ ​into​ ​a​ ​stronger​ ​resource" 
 
Do ​ ​you​ ​have​ ​any​ ​ideas​ ​for​ ​how​ ​we ​ ​can​ ​better​ ​communicate​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center¶s​ ​mission" 
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1atLYe​ ​(nJlLsK6SeaNLnJ ​ ​6tXGent​ ​,nteUYLeZ​ ​4XestLons  
 
What​ ​grade​ ​are​ ​you​ ​in" 
 
In​ ​your​ ​own​ ​words,​ ​what​ ​is​ ​the​ ​purpose​ ​of​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center" 
 
Please​ ​describe​ ​how​ ​a​ ​normal​ ​writing​ ​center​ ​conference​ ​goes. 
 
What​ ​support​ ​or​ ​help​ ​do​ ​you​ ​go​ ​to​ ​the​ ​writing​ ​center​ ​to​ ​get" 
 
+ow​ ​do​ ​the​ ​writing​ ​coaches​ ​help​ ​you​ ​during​ ​a​ ​conference" 
 
 
Do ​ ​you​ ​believe​ ​the​ ​writing​ ​center​ ​is​ ​a​ ​valuable​ ​resource​ ​for​ ​you" 
Ɣ Why" 
Ɣ Why​ ​not" 
 
Do ​ ​you​ ​have​ ​any​ ​ideas​ ​for​ ​how​ ​the​ ​Writing ​ ​Center​ ​can​ ​grow​ ​into​ ​a​ ​stronger​ ​resource"  
Ɣ What​ ​more​ ​might ​ ​we ​ ​offer" 
Ɣ What​ ​else​ ​could​ ​we ​ ​do" 
 
Do ​ ​you​ ​have​ ​any​ ​ideas​ ​for​ ​how​ ​we​ ​can​ ​get​ ​more​ ​students​ ​to​ ​use​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center" 
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(6/ ​ ​6tXGent​ ​,nteUYLeZ​ ​4XestLons  
 
What​ ​grade​ ​are​ ​you​ ​in" 
 
+ow​ ​long​ ​have​ ​you​ ​been​ ​at​ ​Foxcroft​ ​Academy" 
 
+ow​ ​many​ ​years​ ​have​ ​you​ ​been​ ​learning​ ​English" 
 
In​ ​your​ ​own​ ​words,​ ​what​ ​is​ ​the​ ​purpose​ ​of​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center" 
 
Please​ ​describe​ ​how​ ​a​ ​normal​ ​writing​ ​center​ ​conference​ ​goes. 
 
What​ ​support​ ​or​ ​help​ ​do​ ​you​ ​go​ ​to​ ​the​ ​writing​ ​center​ ​to​ ​get" 
 
+ow​ ​do​ ​the​ ​writing​ ​coaches​ ​help​ ​you​ ​during​ ​a​ ​conference" 
 
 
Do ​ ​you​ ​believe​ ​the​ ​writing​ ​center​ ​is​ ​a​ ​valuable​ ​resource​ ​for​ ​you" 
Ɣ Why" 
Ɣ Why​ ​not" 
 
Do ​ ​you​ ​have​ ​any​ ​ideas​ ​for​ ​how​ ​the​ ​Writing ​ ​Center​ ​can​ ​grow​ ​into​ ​a​ ​stronger​ ​resource"  
Ɣ What​ ​more​ ​might​ ​we ​ ​offer" 
Ɣ What​ ​else​ ​could​ ​we​ ​do" 
 
Do​ ​you​ ​have​ ​any​ ​ideas​ ​for​ ​how​ ​we ​ ​can​ ​get​ ​more​ ​students​ ​to​ ​use​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center" 
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TeaFKeU​ ​,nteUYLeZ​ ​4XestLons  
 
What​ ​subMects​ ​do​ ​you​ ​teach" 
 
+ow​ ​many​ ​years​ ​have​ ​you​ ​been​ ​teaching"​ ​At ​ ​Foxcroft​ ​Academy" 
 
In​ ​your​ ​own​ ​words,​ ​what​ ​is​ ​the​ ​purpose​ ​of​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center" 
 
Please​ ​describe​ ​what​ ​you​ ​imagine​ ​a​ ​writing​ ​conference​ ​between​ ​a​ ​student​ ​and​ ​a​ ​coach​ ​might 
looN​ ​liNe. 
 
What​ ​do​ ​you​ ​thinN​ ​a​ ​writing​ ​coach¶s​ ​Mob​ ​entails"​ ​+ow​ ​do​ ​you​ ​thinN​ ​they​ ​help​ ​the​ ​students​ ​who 
go​ ​to​ ​to​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center" 
 
What​ ​are​ ​some​ ​reasons​ ​you​ ​recommend​ ​or​ ​reTuire​ ​a​ ​student​ ​visit​ ​the​ ​writing​ ​center" 
 
Do ​ ​you​ ​believe​ ​the​ ​writing​ ​center​ ​is​ ​a​ ​valuable​ ​resource​ ​for​ ​your​ ​students" 
Ɣ Why" 
Ɣ Why​ ​not" 
 
Do ​ ​you​ ​have​ ​any​ ​ideas​ ​for​ ​how​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center​ ​can​ ​grow​ ​into​ ​a​ ​stronger​ ​resource" 
Ɣ What​ ​could​ ​we ​ ​offer​ ​that​ ​would ​ ​support​ ​your​ ​students" 
Ɣ Would​ ​classroom​ ​visits ​ ​from​ ​Writing​ ​Coaches​ ​be​ ​helpful" 
 
Do ​ ​you​ ​have​ ​any​ ​ideas​ ​for​ ​how​ ​we ​ ​can​ ​better​ ​communicate​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center¶s​ ​mission" 
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+ello,  
 
<ou​ ​are​ ​invited​ ​to​ ​participate​ ​in​ ​a​ ​research​ ​proMect​ ​being​ ​conducted​ ​by​ ​Bridget​ ​Wright​ ​for​ ​her 
graduate​ ​thesis​ ​about​ ​the​ ​Foxcroft​ ​Academy​ ​Writing​ ​Center.​ ​7his​ ​worN​ ​is​ ​done​ ​through​ ​the 
Master¶s​ ​in​ ​Educational​ ​Leadership​ ​program​ ​at​ ​the​ ​University​ ​of​ ​Maine​ ​at​ ​Farmington.​ ​Dr. 
Christopher​ ​Strople​ ​is​ ​the​ ​supervising​ ​instructor.​ ​If​ ​you​ ​decide​ ​to​ ​participate,​ ​you​ ​will​ ​be​ ​asNed 
to​ ​participate​ ​in​ ​one​ ​interview​ ​that​ ​will​ ​taNe​ ​between​ ​20-0​ ​minutes.​ ​7his​ ​interview​ ​will​ ​be​ ​audio 
recorded​ ​and​ ​transcribed.​ ​After​ ​I​ ​have​ ​transcribed​ ​the​ ​interview,​ ​and​ ​identifying​ ​information​ ​has 
been​ ​removed,​ ​selections​ ​from​ ​this​ ​transcript​ ​will​ ​be​ ​used​ ​in​ ​my​ ​master¶s​ ​thesis​ ​paper.  
 
5LsNs 
Ɣ 7here​ ​is​ ​the​ ​possibility​ ​that​ ​you​ ​may​ ​be​ ​uncomfortable​ ​with​ ​some​ ​Tuestions,​ ​and​ ​you​ ​are 
free​ ​to​ ​sNip ​ ​any​ ​Tuestions​ ​you​ ​do​ ​not​ ​wish​ ​to​ ​answer. 
Ɣ 7he​ ​time​ ​and​ ​inconvenience​ ​of ​ ​the​ ​meeting​ ​may​ ​be​ ​risNs​ ​of​ ​participating​ ​in​ ​the​ ​study. 
 
%enefLts 
7here​ ​are​ ​no​ ​direct​ ​benefits​ ​to​ ​you​ ​from​ ​participating​ ​in​ ​the​ ​study.​ ​+owever,​ ​the​ ​information 
gathered​ ​in​ ​this ​ ​study​ ​overall​ ​may​ ​help​ ​improve​ ​the​ ​Writing​ ​Center,​ ​which​ ​may​ ​be​ ​of​ ​benefit​ ​to 
you​ ​and​ ​the​ ​school​ ​community.  
 
ConfLGentLalLt\ 
7his​ ​research​ ​is​ ​being​ ​conducted​ ​with​ ​the​ ​supervision​ ​of​ ​Dr.​ ​Christopher​ ​Strople.​ ​<our​ ​identity 
will​ ​only ​ ​be​ ​Nnown​ ​by​ ​myself​ ​and​ ​the​ ​instructor,​ ​but​ ​you​ ​will​ ​not​ ​be​ ​indicated​ ​in​ ​any​ ​documents 
for​ ​this ​ ​study. ​ ​7he​ ​original​ ​Informed​ ​Consent​ ​form​ ​will​ ​be​ ​Nept​ ​until​ ​the​ ​study​ ​is​ ​complete,​ ​then 
it​ ​will​ ​be​ ​deleted.​ ​7he​ ​audio​ ​file,​ ​the​ ​original ​ ​transcript​ ​with​ ​names​ ​included,​ ​will​ ​also ​ ​be​ ​deleted 
after​ ​the​ ​conclusion​ ​of​ ​the​ ​study. ​ ​7he​ ​transcript​ ​with​ ​no​ ​identifiable​ ​information​ ​may​ ​be​ ​Nept 
indefinitely.  
 
9olXntaU\  
Participation​ ​is​ ​voluntary.​ ​If​ ​you​ ​choose​ ​to​ ​taNe​ ​part​ ​in​ ​this​ ​study,​ ​you​ ​may​ ​stop​ ​at​ ​any​ ​time.​ ​<ou 
may​ ​sNip​ ​any​ ​Tuestions ​ ​you​ ​do​ ​not​ ​wish​ ​to​ ​answers.  
 
I,​ ​BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB,​ ​have​ ​carefully​ ​read​ ​and​ ​fully​ ​understand​ ​the 
purpose​ ​of​ ​this​ ​research​ ​and​ ​the​ ​procedures​ ​to​ ​be​ ​followed.​ ​I​ ​understand​ ​that​ ​my​ ​records​ ​will​ ​be 
Nept​ ​confidential,​ ​my​ ​participation ​ ​is​ ​voluntary,​ ​and​ ​that​ ​I​ ​may​ ​withdraw​ ​at​ ​any​ ​time​ ​without 
penalty.​ ​I​ ​also​ ​recogni]e​ ​that​ ​I​ ​may​ ​sNip​ ​any​ ​Tuestions​ ​I​ ​don¶t​ ​wish​ ​to​ ​respond​ ​to.​ ​5esults​ ​of ​ ​this 
research​ ​will​ ​be​ ​shared​ ​at​ ​the​ ​University​ ​of​ ​Maine​ ​Farmington ​ ​graduate​ ​capstone​ ​poster 
presentations,​ ​and​ ​may​ ​be​ ​shared​ ​in​ ​publications,​ ​or​ ​in​ ​professional​ ​development​ ​presentations. 
If​ ​I​ ​have​ ​any​ ​concerns​ ​or​ ​inTuires​ ​about​ ​my​ ​rights​ ​as​ ​a​ ​subMect​ ​or​ ​the​ ​manner​ ​in​ ​which​ ​this 
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research​ ​is​ ​conducted,​ ​I​ ​understand​ ​that​ ​I​ ​can​ ​contac​t​​ ​​Dr.​ ​Christopher​ ​Strople,​ ​20​ ​-015, 
christopher.strople@maine.edu​.​​ ​By​ ​signing​ ​below,​ ​I​ ​assert​ ​that​ ​I​ ​fully​ ​understand​ ​the​ ​above​ ​and 
give​ ​my​ ​consent​ ​to​ ​serve​ ​as​ ​a​ ​subMect​ ​in​ ​this ​ ​research.​ ​If​ ​you​ ​would​ ​liNe​ ​a​ ​summary​ ​of​ ​the​ ​results, 
please​ ​reTuest​ ​them​ ​from​ ​Bridget​ ​Wright ​ ​at​ ​​bridget.wright@foxcroftacademy.org  
 
 
 
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
Date Signature​ ​of​ ​Participant  
 
 
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
Signature​ ​of​ ​*uardian​ ​if​ ​under​ ​1​ ​years​ ​of​ ​age 
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TeaFKeU ,nteUYLeZ  
4 5eseaUFKeU  
$ TeaFKeU 
 
3VHXdRQ\PVhaYHEHHQXVHdWRPaLQWaLQaQRQ\PLW\
 
4 What subMect do you teach" 
A I teach health, and PE 
4 +ow many years have you been teaching total" 
A I¶ve been teaching for 1 years. 2h my goodness 
4 Laughter 
A Wow. 7hat¶s long. 2000, I started.  
4 +ow many years have you been teaching at FA" 
A So. 1, and then I tooN off four years, I was at >another school@, so I guess that¶s Si...fourteen.  
4 Fourteen, yeah 
A So Fourteen years I¶ve been here at FA.  
4 Um, what would you say is the purpose of the writing center" 
A Purpose of the writing center, I thinN, is to help out Nids who struggle in writing, and writing, 
writing essays. Any type of writing. Learning how to help µem with certain formats, liNe we do 
MLA, you guys help out with the MLA format. Um, uh, being able to have the Nids, uh, if they 
have Tuestions about their writing, help them understand, uh, um, having somebody Must for 
giving them support. When some Nids do liNe, writing sNills, and it¶s great.  
4 Nice. Could you describe what you thinN a writing conference looN liNe when a Nids goes up 
there to worN with a coach" 
A Well, What I¶m hoping it is« Laughter 
4 Laughter from both <eah, what are you hoping it actually looNs liNe" 
A Well, first of all I Nnow the Nids that are there in the writing center are chosen by their 
teachers, who have.. 7he Nids are well respected, they are able to be, they¶re self-disciplined, uh, 
and be able to be there on their own, and uh, continue to do, to do their school worN while 
helping others. Uh, and when they get approached by somebody, they¶ll usually they¶ll, they¶ll 
read the paper, that got turned in to them, that needs to be worNed on and improved and they¶ll 
proofread it, they¶ll maNe corrections on the paper, they¶ll maNe it, maNe sure that they 
understand, is this a run on sentence, a fragment sentence, does it maNe sense" *ive µem ideas on 
how to improve that paper, uh, and then that individual now understands the concept, write it, 
and come bacN, again, and go through the same process until they¶re done with their paper. So I 
hope that¶s what¶s happening 
4 laughter 
A And I hope the individual¶s not writing the paper for them 
4 No 
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A *immee twenty bucNs, and I¶ll« 
4 We try to beat that out of them, Joe and I do.  
A But the Nids that are there, the Nids that I see, are nice Nids and understand what they¶re there 
for, and that, that¶s great.  
4 What are some reasons that you would reTuire or recommend that one of your students go to 
the writing center"  
A So for my class, teaching health, we do a wellness essay paper. In that essay, they interview 
somebody and then once they interview somebody they are going to write an essay, in their own 
words, about the interview. Uh, and so uh, I will send a Nid who I Nnow maybe struggles with 
their grammar, uh, struggles with their language of English, struggles with their understanding of 
how to write an essay in the correct way, the format. Uh, and so, those are reasons that they go 
there. 2r, after I grade it, and they did not pass, I maNe the corrections on their paper, and they¶ll 
taNe it to the writing center and an individual will help them fix those problems with the paper 
that they failed, so they can turn it in again and get a better grade.  
4 And get a better grade. Nice. Um, do you believe that writing center is a valuable resource for 
your students that need that help" 
A 2h yes I Nnow before the writing center, they were coming to ​PH​, and so Pony 7ime and 
after school, staying after, not understanding how to do things. So that really has helped me to 
help other Nids who maybe are here to maNe up a test, maNe up a vocab Tui]. I¶m not worNing 
with them in the writing of the essay, they go to the writing center, and that has been a huge plus, 
a huge help.  
4 <eah, so liNe, is it... Is it a little bit off your plate so you can be worNing with Nids that need a 
little more structured help in Pony 7ime, 
A <es 
4 ... instead of liNe, you have another resource, go use this" 
A And using that other resource really benefits them. I Nnow they¶re going to go there because 
when I tell them, ³that needs to be fixed by a writing center´ when they come bacN, I tell µem the 
writing center will sign their paper that¶s been corrected. <es, the person came in, here¶s that 
signature. So I Nnow that when I get that paper bacN, it¶s already been fixed.  
4 <eah 
A So yes, it really has been able to open up for me to worN on other things with other Nids.  
4 +ave you seen students who go to the writing center, do they usually end up with a better 
paper that second time around" 
A Definitely. I thinN that when they come around they understand. Let¶s say maybe their thesis 
wasn¶t done right, and they didn¶t have enough information. 7he run on sentences were Must, 
cause some Nids have a hard time. 7hey write the way they speaN and then, comma, and then. So 
now we¶re not seeing that, I¶m seeing those corrections. Definitely. Every time the Nids come 
bacN the papers have been so much better. And this is what I tell them, ³why didn¶t you go there 
the first time"´ 
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4 Laughter 
A It would have been this, a B or an A-, compared to now you get a C because that¶s the 
highest grade they can get.  
4 5ight, when they re-do it.  
A And so they¶re liNe ³yes´ but the only thing with that is that¶s the only writing assignment I 
do for the year, so  
4 5ight, so hopefully they apply that in other classes 
A <eah, in other classes, so if we do another essay I¶m sure everyone will go there and get the 
help, now that they understand that help is out there.  
4 <eah 
A And sometimes, Nids are shy, the Nids don¶t Nnow uh, how to approach the situation, they get 
embarrassed, uh, but I thinN once they get there they reali]e it¶s oNay. I¶m Must there with another 
person. I don¶t thinN there¶s other Nids at the same time. It¶s usually one-on-one.  
4 <eah 
A And sometimes they meet them in the library if they need extra help. 7hey reali]e, ³oh that 
wasn¶t as bad. I got the help that I needed, and it was great.´ So they¶ll come bacN next time, 
hopefully.  
4 yeah, it¶s less intimidating once you¶ve done it once.  
A <es, yes.  
4 Um, do you have any ideas for how the writing center could be a stronger resource" LiNe 
different support we could offer your students" 2r if liNe, classroom visits from Writing Center 
Coaches would be helpful" Anything you can thinN of" 
A Um, I thinN promoting it more. It¶s always. LiNe um, liNe during assembly. I Nnow you guys 
do that, but you Nnow how that is, do it early on, and then Nids forget about it. So If you can 
remind those things at assembly, um, after assembly after every Tuarter, or after every report 
card, Must a friendly reminder. 2r here, you can find us in the library, in this room here, um. I 
thinN« the culture now has changed. Because earlier I¶m sure it was a struggle, starting getting 
Nids in there. But now the Nids understand that there¶s help, there¶s resources there. And 
sometimes the Nids who are good writers want to help other Nids. And so they¶re willing to help 
out. So I thinN through the years we¶ve seen a big change. I don¶t Nnow if you¶re getting that. 
Are you getting that"  
4 <eah, we¶re getting more, getting more conferences over time, or at least Nids going once and 
never going again, more Nids will go and then actually go again later.  
A <es, you get more Nids willing to help out and volunteer" 
4 <eah 
A So before I¶m sure it was a struggle. But now they see they¶re helping other Nids and you 
Nnow, they¶re getting to meet different people that they probably never would have met. 
4 <eah.  
A <eah, so it¶s good 
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4 <eah, that happens a lot. I Nnow talNing with Jane, is one of the coaches that does so much, 
cause she has so many free periods now, um, and when I was talNing to her in her interview 
A Jane" 
4 Jane Smith.  
A 2Nay, yes.  
4 And she said, she was liNe, ³I thinN maybe we need to go into classes more when people are 
starting a writing assignment, and say liNe, µhey I¶m a coach, if you need help with this, you can 
come up.¶´ Do you thinN that would be helpful" 2r" 
A 2ooh, yeah. I thinN that.. I thinN that would be, because at assembly sometimes Nids miss 
things. But if I can bring one or two Nids and say, ³oNay I¶m one of the writing coaches, if you 
come to me this is what I¶m gonna do.´ <eah, yes. I assigned an assignment, I could bring, and 
maybe have a half period where the Nids could talN about MLA formats, other types of formats, 
how you write essays, how you structure a thesis, how you maybe do a rough draft, and get 
ideas. Uh, so yeah, we could definitely do that.  
4 2r even, it could be as big as that, or as small as liNe, ³+ey we exist, here¶s what I looN liNe, 
if you need me, come on up.´ 
A Exactly. *ive the name of the Nids who are in the writing center, and yes. 7hat would be fine.  
4 Cause a lot of the people in health are freshmen, right" So they might not Nnow 
upperclassmen.  
A .now upperclassmen, yes. <eah.  
4 So beyond more liNe, announcements at assembly, can you thinN of any other ways that 
would be helpful for writing center to communicate what we do and who we are" Whether it¶s to 
teachers, or whether it¶s to students" 
A Um, I Nnow for me it was great when I heard about it. I was liNe, ³uh, <es´ It was so much. 
But, I don¶t Nnow, have you« are other teachers willing to promote it, to talN about it" 
4 Some people do, but I thinN the only time writing center has spoNen to faculty, other than 
assembly, was the year we opened. And we¶ve been open three years.  
A <es, yes.  
4 So I thinN it might be time to come bacN to another faculty meeting, or something. 
A Uh, yes 7hat¶d be good. 7o refresh. We have a lot of new teachers  
4 <eah 
A Um, so, what¶s the resources available. All the resources I Nnow the librarians are also a good 
resource for that. Definitely. Approach it to the faculty. Cause I thought that was great. 7he Nids 
that were there introduced themselves, and the teachers could see what type of Nids are in the 
writing center, and that they have sNills, are good with other Nids, understanding what needs to 
get done. So that definitely, a faculty meeting. A faculty meeting, assemblies, come into the 
classroom. Umm, you can definitely, I¶ve seen signed around school. In the classroom. LiNe, 
right now, I don¶t have a sign in the classroom looNs around. <eah, a sign.  
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4 yeah, and the Nids can even maNe signs specific to each content area. LiNe, ³need help on 
your wellness essay"´ 
A <es So uh, we can maybe maNe a poster and put that in the classroom, with the Nids names 
who are in the writing center. So they can be liNe, ³oh, who¶s in writing center" 2h, she is´ 
<eah, posters would be great. More posters around school and the classroom.  
4 Awesome. Cool, that¶s all I¶ve got.  
A 2Nay. 
4 7hanN you.  
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4 2Nay What grade are you in" 
A 12th grade 
4 +ow long have you been a coach, now" 
A So, a year and a half, yeah" 
4 So that¶s what, three semesters"  
A <eah 
4 In your ​RZQ ​ words, what do you thinN the purpose of the Writing Center is" 
A 7oooo improve« writing, really, at school, in all sorts of areas. In every area.  
4 Umm. Can you describe, liNe, an average conference" I Nnow they¶re all different, but« 
A So, liNe, someone will come in, they usually, they¶ll bring their paper in, they sit down. 
7hey¶re liNe, ³so and so told me to come up to the writing center.´ Usually it¶s Nids who have 
been forced to come to the Writing Center 
4 Mmmhmm 
A No one really comes in of their own will. And I¶ll asN them, ³well, what¶s the issue" Do you 
have a prompt, tell me what the assignment¶s about.´ And they¶ll specify and we¶ll go from 
there.  
4 Mmmhmm. Umm, do you« once you get started with that, is it liNe, a dialogue" Are you 
liNe, pulling teeth trying to get someone to read out loud" Do you read aloud for them" What 
does that, liNe, conference part of it looN liNe" 
A It¶s mostly, liNe, me asNing Tuestions and the Nids Ninda looNing at me liNe, oh I really. LiNe 
I¶ll say, liNe, oNay, can you read this out loud to me, and they¶re usually pretty reluctant, but I do 
get some who are liNe, ³yeah sure, I¶ll do it, whatever´ but a lot of the time it¶s me trying to pull 
information from them. And some, most of the time, some of them don¶t even Nnow what they¶re 
really talNing about. So I¶m liNe, well, laughter from s you need to give me a little bit of help 
here too, you need to help me, help you.  
4 Um, could you describe your role as a coach, what do you feel liNe you do in a conference or 
Must in general" 
A longer pause, followed by small sigh someone who, who tries to help guide them to where 
they need to be. LiNe, I don¶t want to be the one, liNe, teaching, liNe, I don¶t wanna feel liNe I¶m 
taNing over their paper and showing them how to do everything. I¶m helping ​WhHP​ figure out 
what to do.  
4 Um, do you believe the students you conference with understand, liNe, your role as a coach" 
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A short pause yeah, I do. I mean, some of them don¶t even Nnow, liNe, I had one person come 
up and they¶re liNe, ³oh I didn¶t even Nnow that you¶re a bunch of students, I thought you were 
teachers.´ Laughter from both So, yeah, I thinN they do understand. I thinN, well, I¶m Ninda 
liNe, in the beginning, I¶m not gonna liNe, do you worN for you, I¶m gonna help you do your 
worN. And some of them are liNe, ³oh, oNay, so that¶s how it goes´ but once we establish that it¶s 
fine, I thinN they understand, I thinN.  
4 Do they often want you to act as an editor"  
A I¶ve never had anyone say, ³can you liNe, edit and looN at the grammar´ and stuff liNe that, 
but, yeah, I personally have never had anybody do that.  
4 Um, do they seem to want you to act as liNe a guide, or liNe a sounding board for liNe, 
confirming if their ideas are on the right tracN"  
A <eah <eah, I mean, it depends. I¶ve had both, I¶ve had ones who do that, and I¶ve had others 
who Must Nind of sit there and looN at me, and wait for me to prompt them to figure out what they 
need to do.  
4 Um, if students don¶t understand Nind of what you¶re supposed to do as a coach, how do you 
explain your role to them" pause if it¶s the Nid who¶s Must staring at you. 
A <eah. So I¶m liNe, ³I¶m here to help you« figure out what you need to do. I¶m not here to do 
it for you. So, and that¶s what I thinN a lot of them are Nind of looNing to me to fix it. But I¶m 
liNe, ³I¶m not going to fix it for you, I¶m going to help you fix it. <ou have to taNe a little bit 
more responsibility for your worN.´ 
4 Um, do you believe that teachers laughing as speaNing understand the purpose of the 
writing center" 
A Sometimes, I mean, especially with Mr. Ames I feel liNe he¶s Must liNe, this Nid got a D on 
their paper, Must go to the writing center, you Nnow" I feel liNe some teachers in particular are 
liNe, ³I Ninda don¶t want to deal with this, Must go to the writing center.´ and then others, other 
teachers I feel liNe will Must send them to liNe, really get help, you Nnow, find things that, worN 
on things that they need to worN on. Not Must because they don¶t feel liNe dealing with them.  
4 For the teachers that you thinN, liNe, don¶t really get it, why do you thinN that is" 
A Maybe it hasn¶t, I mean, I thinN we¶ve driven home the purpose to the students, but maybe, 
maybe we need to maNe it more clear to the teachers what our role is, you Nnow" We¶re not Must 
the people you send your Nids to when you don¶t feel liNe sitting down with them. laughs  
4 Do you believe the writing center is a valuable resource for your peers" 
A Absolutely laughs  
4 also laughing. Would you liNe to expand on that" 
A Um, well I thinN students tend to be a little bit more approachable to other students, 
obviously, and I thinN since we¶re more approachable, people are more comfortable to sit down 
and talN about their writing and, and having a place to go, specifically Must for your writing in 
your own time, um, is more appealing to students.  
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4 Awesome. Uh, do you have any ideas for how we could grow the writing center into a 
stronger resource" Whether it¶s liNe, little things, or big ways we could change" 
A I always thought that offering, liNe... not online, but liNe, being available liNe, liNe on 
weeNends, if someone¶s liNe, sitting there on an essay liNe, I need help, being able to reach out to 
someone via email or, some chat room, or something liNe that. Being more available than Must, 
you Nnow, coming to school, coming to the writing center. And I thinN Nids would even be more 
willing to do that, because it¶s still liNe, the coming and sitting down and talNing with someone 
you don¶t really Nnow can still be Nind of sNetchy, but I thinN people would be more apt to not do 
the face-to-face thing. I thinN it freaNs Nids out.  
4 Could you thinN of other ways that we could... 
A long pause not off the bat 
4 Do you have any ideas for how we could better communicate the Writing Center¶s, liNe, 
mission and purpose" Whether it¶s to liNe, the whole school, or students, or teachers, or« 
A I mean, we already, we do announcements, we do the poster thing, I mean, unless we have 
people, if you had coaches come in to, liNe, each English class and Nind of do a little ³this is 
what we¶re here for, this is what do, do the one-on-one thing too, liNe, instead of liNe going to 
somebody and be liNe, oNay, the writing center¶s open, we do this this and this. I thinN coming in 
and talNing to a group of people, especially in the English classes and really driving home what 
we do and maNing it more clear. Because I thinN the clarity still isn¶t all there. I thinN Nids still 
aren¶t sure exactly what we do.  
4 Um, and then I don¶t have any more Tuestions, formally, but I guess a follow up, do you thinN 
that« you said earlier that most of the Nids that come have been liNe, ​VHQW​. Do you thinN that 
having Nids come in to English classes and talN, or offering Nind of online ways of 
communicating would get more students to use the Writing Center voluntarily" 2r how, how do 
we get people to voluntarily show up, I guess is my Tuestion.  
A <eah« pause. I don¶t Nnow. I thinN, I thinN that that want to improve your own writing, 
they have to have that drive to want to better, to liNe, better their writing. I thinN a lot of them are 
Must liNe coming in because they were reTuired, and they sit down and they¶re liNe, ³you need to 
sign a note for me and looN at this paper.´ And yanno, I thinN that has to start before they can 
liNe, find.. I thinN they need to find the want to improve themselves not Must do it because the 
teacher said.  
4 Mmmhmm 
A I really thinN it has to start there.  
4 Do you thinN that there¶s a stigma about going to the writing center because it¶s mostly used 
by teachers as a ³you messed up, go fix it"´ 
A No, I don¶t thinN so. I thinN, I mean, not that I¶ve seen at least. 7he Nids don¶t come in saying, 
liNe, the teacher thinNs I sucN and you need to help me, it¶s more Must, they¶re coming in because 
they need to improve it and they want to get a better grade. I don¶t thinN it¶s liNe ³oh my god, the 
teacher thinNs I¶m stupid.´ 
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4 So even if they¶ve been, liNe, sent there, it¶s usually liNe an ³I Nnow I want to fix this´ 
A interrupts yeah 
4 not an I¶m being forced to" 
A <eah 
4 2Nay 
A I mean, some of them Must sit there liNe, especially a couple of the boarding students will Must 
sit there and Nind of looN at me 
4 Mmhmm 
A But some of them are liNe, ³I Nnow I messed up and I¶m really struggling with this and I 
really want to get better´ and those are the ones that, yeah« yeah« 
4 that liNe, get it" 
A yeah, they get the idea behind it, they¶re not Must in there to do it. 
4 <eah, awesome. Any other thoughts" 
A no 
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4 Is it recording" <es, oNay What grade are you in" 
A I¶m in grade 12 at Foxcroft Academy 
4 +ow many years have you been at Foxcroft Academy" 
A It¶s been uh« three years, at FA 
4 +ow many years have you been learning English" 
A Well, I started learning English when I was three. I started going to academy, and learning. 
And I¶m still learning English nowadays too, so« 
4 Mmhmm. Um. In your own words, what do you thinN is the ​SXUSRVH​ of the writing center" 
A Ummm« Fixing grammars laughs cause that¶s the hardest part for boarding student, 
because the grammars are completely different with our languages. And also, how to maNe a 
sentence. 
4 Do you mean, liNe, liNe, what elements you need for a sentence" LiNe subMect, verb, obMect"  
A <eah Cause we forget a lot of verbs and subMect. Ss, the. We don¶t usually put the a lot.  
4 LiNe articles" LiNe the, a, an"  
A <eah.  
4 And Ss, do you mean, liNe, maNing things Plural" LiNe teacher, teachers" 
A <eah 
4 Cool. Um. What« can you describe how a normal writing conference goes"  
A What do you mean" 
4 Um, so. If you went into the writing center to get help, what would, liNe, an average 
conference looN liNe" What does it looN liNe when you go up there to have someone help you 
with your writing" 
A So usually there is liNe two writing coaches from FA. And what they do.. I can picN whoever I 
want to, and picN the time as well. And then they Must asN me what do you need for help" And 
then they Must start going over your essay. It can be college essay, or what you¶re worNing on 
from English classes, science lab reports, or anything.  
4 +ow do.. +ow do they help you with it" Do you, liNe, give them your paper, and then you 
wait" 2r« 
A First they asN me what specific subMect you¶re worNing on, and then I give my paper. And the 
one that I had, it was *race and then she went over, she fixed the grammar first, and then tell me, 
oh, this is wrong, and then she went more details about grammars, because that¶s what I was 
struggling more.  
4 mmhmm 
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A And she Must give me more details about grammar. What I should need to put and what I 
should need« not to put, so she¶s Must giving examples of grammars.  
4 So if you got something wrong, did she, liNe, say, this is wrong because 
A interrupting yeah 
4 And here¶s how you fix it" 
A <eah, she also gives me examples, here¶s why this is wrong 
4 interrupting yeah 
A and she gives me examples of what is right. 
4 Nice. Um, does the coach read the paper silently, do you read it to them" LiNe, what does that 
looN liNe" 
A Sheeeee, looNed at the paper first, and then she fix it all, and after she told me what is wrong. 
So she basically Must read it by herself, and I Must looN at whatever she fixes. 
4 Did she read you some of the sentences that you were trying to correct" 
A <eah 
4 So Must parts of it" 
A <eah, Must parts of it. If she didn¶t understand what I meant from my sentence, she asN me, oh 
what¶s this mean" So she Must explain, I Must explain to her so she understand better. So she fix 
the whole sentences and um, liNe, and uh, not a formal way, Must because it¶s not my own words, 
so I won¶t learn anything, she was maNing a sentence what I would actually write, and I have to 
explain to her what is, what I want to try to tell her. Not Must coming from her own sentences.  
4 So she would say, liNe, what do you mean by that" And you¶d explain it. And then she¶d help 
you.  
A yeah 
4 and then she¶d help you put that in the right grammar" 
A <eah 
4 2Nay, cool. Um, so what support or help do you get when you go to the Writing Center" 
A Mmmm. Most liNely I haven¶t really go that far this year. But I noticed last year I could go 
see the Writing Centers a lot, Must to fix my lab report, because I struggle a lot with the 
grammars, and also I don¶t really Nnow how to start the sentence. LiNe, one time, I went, I Must 
didn¶t write anything on the paper gentle laughing from 5esearcher I Must went to see her, so 
this is my topics, but I don¶t Nnow where to, what to write or where to start, so she gave me liNe, 
a little. She asNed my opinions first. And then tried to get my opinions to her first, and then she 
asNed and added more details, what I want to thinN, and what I want to write. So it¶s not liNe she 
was Must giving me examples from her own Nnowledge, it was both combined.  
4 <eah, Nind of liNe talNing it out together" 
A <eah.  
4 Nice. Um, how have writing coaches helped you during a conference" I Nnow you¶ve said 
that, liNe with name of coach who has graduated she would Nind of help you talN through your 
ideas. 
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A <eah 
4 Were there other things that coaches did that helped you, liNe, figure out your writing.  
A Uh. I don¶t Nnow what that really means 
4 So, liNe, if you were pause if you had problems with grammar, *race would help you by 
correcting it, with your examples, or asNing your opinion about things. Were there other things 
she did, liNe other Tuestions she asNed you 
A 2h 
4 to help you thinN about your writing" 
A <eah. She, I remember she Must didn¶t talN first.  
4 Laughing interrupting 
A cause she wanted me to talN. I thinN that¶s how peoples learn, too, if people Neep giving you 
ideas to people, then you¶re obviously not going to learn anything and you Must Nind of expect to 
go to writing center, then they will give me the Tuestions, what I need. But how she did it, was 
Nind of maNing me thinN first. A lot of teachers do that too. But she was, she didn¶t« give me 
the right answer right away, she Must Tuestioning me, so, this is wrong, but why do you thinN it¶s 
wrong" Because a lot of grammar, I thinN, I Nnow it, but I write it the same word because I¶m so 
used to saying that word.  
4 Mmhmm 
A so she asN me, this is wrong, but why do you thinN it¶s wrong" So she usually asN the 
Tuestions why is it wrong so I can thinN first. 7hen she tells me the answer right away. 
4 Do you thinN that has helped you get better at writing, as opposed to Must, if she only gave you 
the right answer" 
A I thinN it helps better if she, if she let me talN first, and if she let me thinN first. I thinN that¶s 
how it helped me. Cause if you get it one time wrong , you obviously unintelligble if people 
Neep telling you that is wrong. But if you thinN about it first and do it later, I thinN you actually 
thinN before you write. So I thinN that¶s helped me for the writing too. I thinN that was really 
good for me, because I get wrong so many times and I Must do it wrong again, but if she doesn¶t, 
if she tells me that is wrong and I thinN first, then I won¶t get it wrong again, cause before i write 
it, I will thinN first, instead of Must going to the writing center again and do the same mistaNe. 
7hat¶s pointless, Must going to the writing center.  
4 5ight, to fix the same thing every time 
A 5ight.  
4 Um, so do you believe that the writing center is a valuable resource for you" 
A I thinN it¶s most liNely for everyone from my schools, because sometimes going to teachers 
Nind of nervous me too, because I Nnow my language is not that good, and I Nnow my sentences 
are usually really really wrong, liNe, people can¶t even understand it, that¶s why I thinN it¶s more 
comfortable going to the teachers, no Comfortable going to see the writing coaches that are the 
same age as us. 7hey Nnow that we¶re not really used to the sentence either. So I thinN they help, 
they can help us better. And I also, after I go see the writing center, I¶ll also go see another 
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teachers, too. So it¶s not liNe, Must her. I can fix more sentences, so when I go see the teachers I 
won¶t have any mistaNes that I would have before I had go to see the teacher.  
4 So the times you¶ve gone to the writing center, you¶ve usually gone there first, and then you 
go and talN to your teacher" 
A <eah. I don¶t go straight to the teacher 
laughter from both 
A It Must really scares me, and I usually fix my essay or lab report a lot before I actually hand it 
in. <eah. But, usually writing center is more grammar, and also more the structures of your 
essay. 7hat¶s what I liNe about it, too. Cause the teachers usually hate fixing grammar, cause it¶s 
not their Mob.  
4 Laugh. Um, do you have any ideas for how the Writing Center could become a stronger 
resource" LiNe, what more could we do, or other things we could offer" 
A I haven¶t really thinN about it. But I thinN if, if, liNe now, these people don¶t usually go to the 
writing center a lot. Just because they¶re so la]y at the high school 
Moint laughter 
But I thinN, maybe, if you mentions about the coaches more. Cause I don¶t see the poster here a 
lot, and I see the teachers, the teachers worNing, but people don¶t go. But if you encourage them 
to see the coaches first, then go see the teacher later, then I thinN that would help their essays too. 
And maybe give, liNe, what *race did was really good, instead of Must fixing the essay for them, 
because that¶s what they expect, that¶s what most of the students expect too. My first time I went 
to writing center, I Ninda expect that you guys fix my essays. I did not expect that they were 
gonna asN me Tuestions. But she asN me a lot of Tuestions, that¶s how I learn, too. But instead of 
Must fixing all the essays without not talNing anything, I thinN it¶s more, more« try to talN, 
communicate. And then probably have better. I don¶t want the writing center to be Must fixing the 
essay for free.  
4 I don¶t want that either Laughs 
A I¶m not learning anything 
4 5ight 
A Cause most of the students go µcause they don¶t want to fix it.  
4 7hey don¶t wanna do the worN.  
A <eah, they don¶t wanna do the worN at all. So.  
4 Do you have any ideas for how we could get more students to go to the writing center" <ou 
said, liNe, more posters.  
A Mmhm,  I thinN it really depends on students, though. If you want to worN, then people will 
definitely show up at the writing center. It really depends, I don¶t thinN you can, liNe, encourage 
students to go, cause if they don¶t want to do it, they won¶t do it. Maybe if they have something 
to worN. pause Maybe, try talNing about writing center. *etting some other students that been 
to writing center. pause Tuietly Maybe that.  
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4 So do you thinN it would be more helpful if, liNe, you said to friends, hey, I¶ve been to the 
writing center, it helped me. Do you thinN, that¶s better than me being liNe, hey you should go to 
the writing center" 
A I thinN they would listen. LiNe, teachers, it feels liNe they¶re maNing me to do it Must because 
they don¶t want to do it. I thinN friends« I went to writing center because *race told me. And I 
actually have to worN on it too. I went this year, too, for my college essay, I went with Anne and 
she helped me, help me fixing everything. I thinN friends help more. If you Nnow someone from 
the writing coaches that maNes it more fun too. I thinN. 
4 Awesome.  
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4 Alright What grade are you in" 
A I am a senior in high school 
4 In your own words, what is the purpose of the writing center" 
A I feel it¶s a nice, comfortable place to go, no matter liNe, what, how much you have written, or 
whatever, you can go in there and get, liNe, a really good« liNe start or ideas on how to do 
something, and then liNe use those sNills to write it yourself. For me, I always go, liNe, bacN. 
LiNe, I would always see, cause I always saw Jane, I always went when Jane went. And so I 
would go when she went, and she would help me, liNe with my college essay. LiNe, we would 
Must Ninda go bacN and forth and she would give me ideas and I would write stuff. So it was liNe, 
using what she showed me and stuff, to liNe, do my own stuff and liNe, not need as much help, 
which was pretty cool.  
4 So you would worN on something with her, and then go worN on it, and then go bacN and see 
her again.  
A Mmmhmm, yeah.  
4 Cool Could you describe how a normal writing conference goes. So, obviously, liNe you 
said, sometimes you in in with a lot done 
A yeah 
4 and sometimes you go in with nothing. But what would an average conference Nind of looN 
liNe for you" 
A LiNe  I definitely have liNe, some, liNe, I¶ll have liNe, something written. Cause I went for liNe, 
history essays and liNe, liNe a bunch of different stuff. So I would go with a little something, and 
Jane would be liNe, ³oNay, well this sounds good.´ and then she would help me figure out 
different ways to say stuff. Cause I have a hard time, with liNe, I thinN about things, and I have a 
really good idea in my head, but I can¶t, liNe, execute it well in words. So I¶ll Must liNe, talN to 
Jane and she¶ll be liNe, ³oh, well you can try using words liNe this´ and she¶ll give me 
recommendations and liNe help me that way. And then, mostly, it¶s Must going in with at least 
something, so liNe, she has an idea, because obviously she¶s not, liNe, my teacher. So I need to 
liNe, be liNe, oh this is what I need to do. And then she helps me from there and we Must Ninda go 
bacNwards. Cause I liNe, word vomit, and then she helps me edit, and then ​, ​edit, and then it¶s 
liNe, oNay, this is good.  
4 So, is it more liNe a conversation«" 
A <eah It¶s liNe, really informal. It¶s not liNe, blah, this is awful and you have to sit down and 
do all this writing. It¶s liNe, she¶s my friend and I liNe talNing to her, but she also is liNe, really 
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smart, and really good at, liNe« she Nnows me really well, so it also really helps because she can 
liNe, ³oh you¶re trying to say this´ or give me recommendations, cause I¶m Must not good at, liNe, 
writing what I thinN because, I don¶t Nnow, I Must maNe it sound weird.  
4 <eah, that getting it from your brain to the paper 
A yeah 
4 is a struggle sometimes. 
A yeah, It¶s a struggle, so it helps when she liNe, Nnows how I thinN and she¶s liNe, ³oh, this is 
what you can do´ and I¶m liNe, ³thanNs´ 
4 Do you thinN the more you¶ve worNed with Jane, the better you guys have gotten at 
understanding your process"  
A <eah, definitely. So it¶s not liNe we¶re wasting time, liNe, I don¶t Nnow. She Nnows what to 
help me with so liNe, when we go in it¶s not Must liNe ³oh well´ and wasting time, she Nnows 
what, how I process things, and liNe she¶ll liNe give me liNe a recommendation liNe  ³oh next 
time you see me you should have this much done.´ and then I¶ll be liNe ³oNay, cool´ and then I¶ll 
get that much done. And it motivates me, almost, because I¶m liNe, yeah Especially with my 
college essay, cause there was no liNe, well, there was a certain deadline, but I started worNing 
on it early 
4 Mmhmm 
A So for me it gave me liNe a good sense of mind to have, liNe, so much done. And you¶d be 
liNe, ³oNay this is what I have done.´  
4 So that relationship with Jane is really important to worNing 
A yeah 
4 on your writing with her" Nice 
A Sorry if any of this is liNe, confusing.  
4 No 7his is« 
A If I¶m not answering your Tuestions 
4 No 7his is awesome 
A Nervous laugh oNay  
4 <ou are awesome. 
A Nervous laugh alright  
4 Um. So I Nnow you¶ve Nind of touch on this a little bit, but what sort of support or help do 
you go to the writing center to get" So you¶ve mentioned some assignments and that liNe 
translation of what you¶re thinNing to paper, but are there any other specific things that you seeN 
out Jane¶s advice on" 
A Mmmmm 
4 It¶s oNay if the answer is no laughter 
A No, she¶s really good with liNe« cause I had a certain idea for my college essay, and she was 
liNe, ³no´ and I was liNe, ³well maybe I should do it on this´ and she was liNe, ³oh my god, you 
should totally do it on that´ Cause I was gonna do it on something else, and then I did it on 
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wrestling and liNe what being a part of that did, and she Must liNe« I get a lot of ideas from her, 
liNe I said, because she Must Nnows my life already. So she¶ll be liNe, ³oh <ou can put this And 
this happened´ and I¶m liNe, ³you¶re right 7hanN god somebody remembers what happens in 
my life«´ 
4 laughter 
A because I don¶t remember. So that also, I liNe getting liNe suggestions from her, liNe, Must 
overall she¶s Must such a smart person and it¶s good to have somebody else, liNe, looN at my worN 
and I Nnow she¶s not going to liNe, Mudge me or anything laughs so liNe, that¶s pretty cool. 
4 <eah So a lot of liNe, brainstorming"  
A <eah, definitely, liNe  
4 the ability to go bacN and forth.  
A <eah, definitely.  
4 Um. +ow do writing coaches help you during a conference. <ou Ninda covered this with 
Jane, but what are specifically the things she does that maNe it feel liNe you¶re time up there is 
really valuable" 
A Mmmmm. long pause it¶s liNe really, I don¶t Nnow. She¶s liNe, not hesitant at all to liNe, 
help me, so I don¶t feel liNe I¶m being annoying.  
4 Mmmhmm 
A So it¶s liNe«. long pause wait, what was the Tuestion again" 
4 So what specifically do coaches, Jane, do to help you" 
A 2h, oNay. Definitely organi]e my thoughts. LiNe if I have a bunch of different stuff, all mixed 
around, she¶ll be liNe, ³oh´ and help me with restructuring my words and maNing it sound right. 
So basically she Must liNe, and liNe sometimes she¶ll Must be liNe, ³gimme this iPad´ and she¶ll Must 
change things and be liNe, ³looN what I changed. Do you see how this is liNe, different and how 
this« liNe we¶ll print out my old essays and looN at them and then she¶ll liNe, fix them. And then 
she¶ll liNe« so for her to put in that effort, I feel liNe that¶s super cool. She¶ll liNe, taNe my 
essays and she¶ll liNe highlight all the stuff and she¶ll liNe, maNe notes liNe a teacher and it¶s liNe 
awesome. She¶ll do it on Notability and she¶ll be liNe, ³oh, you should fix this and this and this´ 
and then she¶ll be liNe, put it into *oogle. She¶s Must very liNe, she¶s liNe a writing teacher to me. 
Because she will literally will liNe, highlight things and put comments on *oogle docs and be 
liNe, ³you should change this´ and it Must maNes me feel liNe, cool, because she liNe, actually puts 
in time to help me and it¶s liNe, awesome. 
4 LiNe, she cares about your writing.  
A <eah <eah, she¶s liNe, ³I want you to do well´ but she also teaches me, liNe, changes, liNe, 
changes and things and we¶ll liNe, compare and she¶ll be liNe, ³see how these are different" <ou 
can write all these words´ and she¶ll maNe liNe, a list of synonyms I can use, and liNe, she¶ll 
always message me and be liNe, ³how¶s it going"´ <ou Nnow, liNe, ³are you worNing on it"´ and 
it¶s liNe, she¶s very liNe, proactive and not liNe, Must liNe ³fix it´ and give me a few suggestions 
and liNe, stop. But, I don¶t Nnow. She really helps me a lot. laughs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4 7hat¶s awesome. So do you believe that the writing center is a valuable resource for you" 
A Definitely 100.  
4 Do you thinN it¶s a value resource for other students" 
A <eah, definitely, I feel liNe, if you get comfortable, and not Must with liNe, one person, but if 
you get liNe, comfortable Must showing, or telling people what your weaNnesses are in your 
writing, I feel liNe you¶ll get more help. Because, liNe, even if you go with liNe, lab reports, or 
liNe, history something, liNe, if you Must liNe, are honesty with them, I feel liNe, and you¶re Must 
liNe, ³hey this is what I need help on´ then anyone can help you. LiNe, I¶ve had Sarah help me, 
which I Nnow she¶s not really a writing coach 
4 laughs she might as well be 
A She¶s really, she¶s liNe a « yeah. She also helps me, which is a good part of going up there, 
because she¶s always up there too. But I mean, liNe, I¶ve been in there when Ashley 
4 Mmhmm 
A was up there and liNe, she would chime in on my history stuff, and that was really cool. I feel 
liNe it¶s Must a great place to go, especially if you liNe, don¶t« I don¶t Nnow, liNe, cause my sister 
moved away, so now I don¶t have anybody to read my stuff 
4 laughs mmhmm 
A So I liNe, don¶t Nnow who to go to. And then I feel liNe the writing center is a good place to 
go, cause liNe, you can go for anything. It¶s not Must liNe, certain things.  
4 Do you thinN it¶s easier for students go to the Writing Center than to go to directly to their 
teacher.  
A I feel liNe sometimes, because I Nnow a lot of my friends, liNe, will get mean comments from 
teachers that they don¶t understand something, liNe in strict voice ³2h, I already explained 
this´ or liNe, whatever, and sometimes, you need liNe, somebody else¶s point of view. Especially 
if the student >meaning the coach@ already tooN the class, and they understand a little more and 
they¶re liNe, ³oh, this maNes sense´ but I mean liNe, it definitely depends. But I mean, I go both.  
4 <eah 
A MaNe sure it liNe, is good.  
4 Nice. Do you have any ideas for how the writing center could become liNe, a stronger, better 
resource" LiNe, what, are there other things we could offer" 2r things we could do that would 
maNe more people use it, or maNe the people who use it have a better experience" 
A I don¶t Nnow. I feel liNe a lot of people Must maybe have liNe, liNe, mocNing voice ³LiNe, I 
don¶t wanna go to liNe, the writing center´ or maybe it¶s because they don¶t Nnow anybody, or 
liNe. But it¶s Must such a good place to go and I don¶t Nnow why people wouldn¶t go, because it¶s 
liNe, I got so much help there.  
4 5ight 
A and it¶s Must liNe, smart. laughs 
4 Do you thinN coaches need to encourage people to go" 2r people liNe you, who¶ve gotten 
help, or« 
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A <eah, definitely that. And, I don¶t Nnow, I feel liNe, you have to liNe, want to help yourself. 
7o liNe, go get help from liNe. <ou can¶t Must liNe, be la]y. <ou have to be liNe, ³I want this help 
and I need to do well´ and you need liNe, the drive to do it. But, I don¶t Nnow. I feel liNe it¶s 
already, I mean. I can¶t thinN of anything. I¶m not the person with ideas about how to change 
things.  
4 Laughs I thinN you¶re right, that a lot of it comes from the student themselves. If you don¶t 
care about your writing enough to want to maNe it better, then you¶re not going to get bacN out of 
it.  
A <eah.  
4 Um. Do you have any ideas for how we could get more people to go to the Writing Center" 
A Um.  
4 LiNe, are posters and assembly announcements enough" 2r are there other things we could 
do" 
A I don¶t Nnow.. I feel liNe that¶s definitely liNe, good advertisement, especially in a school. But 
I don¶t Nnow, liNe I said, I feel liNe it¶s Must liNe, a personal thing. LiNe somebody, if they care 
enough about their writing and stuff they¶ll want to help themselves. But I don¶t really Nnow. But 
also I¶m not at school a lot 
4 5ight 
A So I have no idea how much, liNe... 
4 Cause your relationship with Jane seems to be a really important reason why you¶ve gotten so 
much out of  
A yeah 
4 going to the writing center. Do you thinN it would be in the writing center¶s best interest to try 
to cultivate, liNe, relationships« liNe, maNe the coaches more visible so people get to Nnow 
them" 
A <eah <eah, that« definitely. It¶s definitely different because I¶m liNe, so comfortable with 
her, and she already Nnows me very well, so I feel liNe, that would definitely, maybe people 
would be more interested to go. But I also don¶t Nnow how you maNe people meet each other and 
be friends. both laugh but yeah, that« it does help definitely, because I don¶t feel liNe, Mudged 
or anything. It¶s liNe, she Nnows my limits and liNe, what I can do. So liNe, yeah, it helps.  
4 Nice. Is there anything else you can thinN of" 
A Not really, no.  
4 Cause I have no more Tuestions for you.  
A I¶ve very appreciative laughs of the writing center. Because I don¶t Nnow, it¶s Must liNe, a 
great place. And there¶s candy.  
4 and there¶s candy both laugh.  
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